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Author's Guide
WPA: Writing Program Administration publishes articles and essays concerning

the organization, administration, practices, and aims of college and university writing
programs. Possible topics include the education and support of writing teachers; the
intellectual and administrative work ofWPAs; the situation of writing programs within
both academic institutions and broader contexts; the programmatic implications of
current theories, technologies, and research; relationships between WPAs and other
administrators and between writing and other academic programs; placement;
assessment; and the professional status of WPAs.

The previous list is meant to be suggestive, not exhaustive, but contributions
must be appropriate to the interests and concerns of those who administer writing
programs. The editors welcome empirical research (quantitative as well as
qualitative), historical research, and theoretical, essayistic, or reflective pieces.

The length of submissions should be approximately 2000 to 5000 words,
although the journal occasionally will publish shorter or longer pieces when the
subject matter warrants. Articles should be suitably documented using the current
MLA Style Manual. Please submit three copies of manuscripts, with the author
identified only on a separate cover letter. Include a self-addressed stamped envelope
if you would like a copy returned. Submissions are anonymously reviewed by the
Editorial Board. The editors aspire to respond within three months after the receipt of
the submission.

WPA publishes reviews of books related to writing programs and their
administration. Publishers are invited to send appropriate professional books to
Dennis Lynch, who assigns reviews.

Authors whose works are accepted for publication will be asked to submit
final versions in both print and electronic form. Articles should be saved on 3.5 inch
disks as text files (files using the extension .txt). Tables should be saved in the program
in which they were produced; authors should indicate program type on the disk.
Illustrations should be submitted as camera-ready-copy. Authors will also be asked
to submit a 100-word biography for inclusion in the JlNotes on Contributors" section
of the journal.

Relevant announcements and calls for papers are also acceptable.
Announcement deadlines are: FallMlinter issue, October 15; Spring issue, March 15.

Advertisers should contact Marguerite Helmers for deadlines and publication
rates.

Address articles and editorial correspondence to Dennis Lynch, Co-Editor
WPA, Humanities, Michigan Technological University, 1400 Townsend Drive,
Houghton, MI 49931. E-mail: dalynch@mtu.edu.

Address advertising issues to Marguerite Helmers, Co-Editor, WPA,
Department of English, 800 Algoma Boulevard, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh,
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901. E-mail: helmers@uwosh.edu.
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WPA Consultant-Evaluator
Service for Writing Programs

The WPA consuJtant-evaluator service helps colleges and universities develop
and assess their writing programs. Operating on a method similar to regional
accreditation agencies, WPA evaluations have several stages. WPA requests a written
program self-study, sends a team of two trained consultant-evaluators to campus for
interviews and on-site evaluation, and then compiles a final report. A six-month
follow-up report from the campus completes the process.

WPA consultant-evaluators are leaders in the field of composition. They come
from four-year colleges, community colleges, and universities. All are experienced
writing program administrators with a national perspective on composition teaching
and program administering. As evaluators, their primary goal is to determine a
program's unique strengths and weaknesses, not to transform all writing programs
into clones of their own. They recognize that every program must retain its individual
character, serve a particular community, and solve special problems.

Institutions pay the travel and accommodations cost for the consultant
evaluator team, plus an honorarium. While WPA suggests a $1,500 honorarium to
each consultant-evaluator, client institutions agree on a honorarium with the
consuItant-evaIuator.

Applications for the service should be initiated three months before
consultant-evaluators visit a campus. WPAs, department chairs, or college
administrators may apply to:

••
Deborah H. Holdstein

Professor of Engl ish and Rhetoric
Governors State University

University Park, Illinois 60466
Office Phone: 708.534.4586

Fax: 708.534.7895
gas54rO@ecom3

•••
Edward White

California State University at San Bernardino
ewhite@WILEY.CSUSB.EDU
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Letter -from the Editors

Dear Readers,

As you know from the Council of Writing Program Administrators President's
Newsletter (February 1999), the organization is thriving. It feels good to contribute
to its growth.

We are very excited about the spring issue, our second as editors. Three of
the four articles came from the WPA conference last summer (so thoughtfully hosted
by Theresa Enos and her colleagues in Tucson), and the fourth article is the result of
a WPA Research Grant. While the WPA organization sponsors research and
reflection upon the profession, the journal can disseminate that work to a wide
audience. Furthermore, we hope this issue provides a bridge to the upcoming
conference (hosted by our colleagues at Purdue University). The questions that
concerned us at last year's summer conference (the paradoxes of professionalization,
the exploitation of part-time faculty, and trans/forming WPA identities) will lead into
the questions that will face us this summer: IIWhose interests do--or should
writing programs serve? What are-or should be-the interests (even self-interests)
of those involved in writing program administration?"

We look forward to seeing you in West Lafayette.

Marguerite Helmers
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
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The WPA Summer Conference, July 15-18, 1999
Purdue University, West Lafayette Indiana

'tfie Interests of tfie WlP!A
The 1999 Council of Writing Program Administrators Annual

Summer Workshop and Conference will be held at Purdue University

in West Lafayette, Indiana.

The Workshop, an intensive four-day experience for new and re

newing WPA's co-led by Doug Hesse and Martha Townsend, will begin

with a reception Sunday evening, July 11, and with formal sessions

Monday morning, July 12; it will end on Thursday afternoon, July 15.

For information on the Workshop, contact Doug Hesse at

ddhesse@i Istu.edu.

The Conference will open on Thursday evening, July 15, and

conclude at noon on Sunday, July 18. Accommodations will be

available at the Purdue Memorial Union Club Hotel and at Young

Graduate House. The Purdue Memorial Union Club is a large, full

service hotel right on campus adjacent to Stewart Center, the building

where the Workshop and conference sessions will be held. Rooms at

one of the graduate residence halls will also be available. The Graduate

Houses are just across the street from the Stewart Center.

Purdue is one hour north of Indianapolis and about two and a

half hours south of Chicago. If you have any questions about

reservations or local arrangements for the conference, contact Irwin

Weiser or Shirley Rose, Local Arrangements Co-Chairs.

Irwin Weiser, iweiser@omni.cc.purdue.edu

Shirley Rose, roses@purdue.edu

English Department

1356 Heavilon Hall

Purdue University

West Lafayette, IN 47907-1356

Council of Writing Program Administrators • 7
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t£rtending an invitation to join the

Council of

Writing Program Administrators

The Council of Writing Program Administrators offers a
national network of scholarship and support for leaders of
co/(f$e and university writing p~9grams.

I I J
MeJpebership Bel2efits i,!c1ud~:' ..

;. Invitations to l;bmit pJt~,.ers for s'~ssions that wpA
sponsors at MLA and <;~.CC .

,~ ~ticipation in the W~J\-ResearchGrant Program!

~ wh!~ distributes sevet~ $1000 to $2~~ awards I

i Invitafl9ns to the annu'aJ WPA breakfast at cccc~I and th~fllnm.Le_I,.WPAp~~ at MLA l·~.,

{i InformatiQn, ~bo'l\1 the ;'fPA Con~ltant-Evaluator

program ~ ..~ ---~ b , ;ct j~e~'"
\t~

, ft;..; __...e

Annual Dues
~ember's:-$Jb

Graduate Students: $10
libraries: $40

To Join
Send your name, address, institutional affiliation and dues
to:

Robert Johnson, Secretary-Treasurer
WPA, Department of English,

Miami University, Oxford OH, 45056
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:J£stories of writing instruction

in North American un iversities tell, for the

most part, the story of the required first

year writing course-how it was

established, what maintains it, and why

everyone argues about it. The course has

changed its name and its practices over

time, from the daily themes of Harvard's

Engl ish A at the turn of the century to

freshman English c'asses of the postwar

years (whether theme-writi ng about

literature or Sixties "happenings") to the

cultural studies-inspired "Codes and

Critiques" that James Berlin and the

graduate students in his mentor group

taught at Purdue in the 1990s. As different

as these courses may be, they are joined

nonetheless, along with all the other

variations on the first-year requirement, in

a common history. That is, I can't think of

any other academic field where a single

course plays such a dominant role in

shaping the work and subjectivities of its

practitioners.

Consider, for example, the leading

professional organization in the study and

teaching of writing-the Conference on

College Composition and Communi

cation-which begins and continues

largely to be a forum devoted to the first

year program. (The same, of course, could

be said of the Council of Writing Program

Administrators.) John Gerber explains the

cTfie 'Problem of
'fresfiman

f£nglisfi (Only):
'TOward

'Programs of
Study in Writing

John Trimbur
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founding moment of CCCC:

It all started in 1947 at a meeting of the National Council in

Chicago...on freshman programs. And 80 or 100 people turned

out, which was unusual. I was chairman of the meeting, and

they wouldn't close it. They wanted to talk. And finally I said,

"Suppose we have a meeting just on this subject, the freshman

program, next spring. How many of you would come?" and all

the hands went up. So we had one the next spring and 500

people were there, which indicated that we had a bear by the

tail. (qtd. in Crowley 182)

Perhaps so. But as people used to say where I grew up, "Sometimes

you get the bear, and sometimes the bear gets you." There can be little

question that writing teachers, theorists, researchers, and administrators

have derived a powerful sense of mission from the first-year course. The

growth of CCCC from the gathering of 500 Gerber describes in the late

1940s to its present membership of over 9,000 indicates the profound

investment, both intellectually and professionally, in the first-year course.

And yet, it is precisely for this reason that I believe we should ask whether

such an attachment to a single course has been a good thing or whether it

has brought its own peculiar pathologies-not unlike the overinvestment

parents supposedly make in an only child.

As you might guess, I have some grave reservations about these

investments and how they have affected the way we study and teach writing.

In fact, I would argue that what we take to be the most pressing pedagogical

and curricular issues in the field-should we, say, teach academic

discourse, personal voice, cultural critique, or civic rhetoric? what is the

role of visual communication and digital literacy in the writing classroom?

how should we teach rhetoric? which kinds-the appeals, the enthymeme,

stasis theory, Burkean identification and division, Toulmin reasoning,

postmodern incommensurability? what is the proper balance of reading and

writing in composition courses? what is the role, if any, of Iiterature?-all

these questions and the intensity with which they are raised result not only

from theoretical differences but also from the practical fact that such

10. Trimhur

questions are being asked about the design of a Single course (or, at most, a

two-term sequence). The first-year course is, without doubt, the preeminent

forum of composition studies, the performative space where we enact our

imagined orientations toward literacy. But the answers to our professional

questions may be skewed because they are being asked of only one course.

Like parents of an only child, we have only one offspring to pass on

our hopes and plans. The danger is that our expectations will overwhelm the

course, calling on it to do more than it possibly can. The problem of the first

year course, as I see it, begins not so much with questions about the type of

course it should be, required or not, but with the fact that it is all by itself,

without a larger curriculum in writing to keep it company, to extend the

work it initiates of examining and producing forms of writing.

In short, I want to argue here for programs of study in writing

concentrations, majors, minors, certificates, whatever designation is

available-where the first-year course figures as an introduction to the field

of writing as much as the universal requirement students encounter when

they enter college. I do not pretend to know exactly what such a course

would look like. I suppose it would in many respects resemble today's first

year course, a reading/writing workshop of twenty students maximum rather

than, say, the lecture/section format of other introductory courses

Psychology 101, the art history survey, General Chemistry. No doubt its

design would (and should) depend on the academic mission of the larger

institution.

I can't help thinking the familiar topoi of composition-the

taxonomies (expressivism, cognitivism, and social constructionism), for

example, and their powerful allegiances-might appear in a new (and

perhaps less polarized) light if we consider them in terms of a curriculum

rather than just a single course. I'm not claiming the most prominent

debates of the past decade or so--e.g. Bizzell and Herzberg vs. Brannon

and Knoblauch on academic discourse, Elbow and Bartholomae on writing

with or without teachers, Maxine Hairston and composition's cultural left on

politics-will go away. (I certainly don't think they should.) The point is only

that reimagining the first-year course as an introduction to writing might

promote clarification of the theories and agendas currently dividing the

Trimbur. 11
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field, not to resolve differences but to have the expanded forum of a course

sequence in writing in which to negotiate them.

I am aware that this work has already started and that a number of

writing faculty have already developed or are planning to develop

undergraduate courses of study in writing. Sharon Crowley provides one of

the leading accounts of how to design such programs: as "a vertical elective

curriculum, a curriculum that examines composing both in general and as

it takes place in specific rhetorical situations such as workplaces and

community decision making" (262). Whether the curriculum is a sequence

of electives, as Crowley suggests, or includes writing majors and minors, its

vertical organization enables the first-year course to be an inducement

toward the continuing study of writing instead of (or as well as) a

requirement. I certainly lean toward abolition of the first-year requirement,

but I don't think it is necessary to develop a multi-course sequence in

writing. It seems to me, in any case, that even if the "universal requirement"

in composition is abolished, introductory writing courses would probably

continue to fulfill some type of college-wide requirement or another, if not

in composition then in general education or writing across the curriculum.

These are things that will vary from campus to campus.

One of the tasks I foresee in pursuing the vertical curriculum Crowley

outlines is that of overcoming the peculiar reticence writing faculty often

have about bringing the subject of writing into the first-year classroom. Of

all the fields teaching first-year courses, compositionists must surely be the

most reluctant to name names, identify contributions, chart trends, describe

controversies, and otherwise introduce students to the intellectual life of

their field of study. This is due, surely, in part to the pedagogy of the process

movement, with its emphasis on workshop practices, authentic experience,

and learning by doing. There seems no reason to burden students with a lot

of information and theories, especially if they are fulfilling a single-course

requirement.

It does begin to make sense, however, to study aspects of knowledge

in rhetoric and composition if the first-year course is connected to a

curriculum in writing. How to make such a connection, however, is in an

early stage of development and largely remains to be seen. What we have

12. Trimhur

at present is a handful of proposals, examples, and anecdotes about

undergraduate writing curriculum. For example, the curriculum for writing

majors and minors at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) includes theory

courses ("The Study of Writing" and "Rhetorical Theory") and an attempt to

integrate oral, written, and visual communication in course and project

work (see Trimbur, "Getting the Visual"). Other programs and proposals will

have different emphases (see, for example Fleming, "Rhetoric as a Course of

Study" and the collection, Petraglia, ed., Reconceiving Writing, Rethinking

Writing Instruction). In many respects, the single-minded focus on the first

year course has inhibited the discussion that seems called for at the present

time, to compare models and theorize program design. The fact that we

work in a field devoted for over a hundred years to a single course may well

make this needed discussion feel tangential to the main purposes of the

field-but, at the same time, gives the design of undergraduate curriculum

in writing its special interest and, I would argue, its timeliness and urgency.

Furthermore, we need to recognize that establishing programs of

study in writing will necessarily raise difficult questions about our

relationship to English departments and the prevailing assumption that there

is some inherent belongingness between rhetoric and composition and

English studies. If anything, I hope to challenge this assumption that writing

instruction must be, as it were, English-Only in terms of its institutional

affiliation and the languages in which students write.

The Oversaturation of the First-Year Course
Like an only child, the first-year course is a constant source of pride

and anxiety to its parents. Compositionists often argue that the first-year

course meets the needs of students who might otherwise be neglected, left

on their own in the alien mazeways of the university (see, for example, the

"strong" version of the first-year course from Roemer, et al. and Sullivan, et

al.). From this perspective, the course is unlike any other, a unique

opportunity to "restructure [the academic] hierarchy from within" (Roemer,

et al. 389) by opening access to higher learning and shaping student

dispositions toward language and learning along progressive and

democratic lines.

Trimhur. 13
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At the same time, however, the first-year course has been blamed for

everything from the low status of composition studies and the servility of its

service ethic to the exploitation of adjunct faculty and narrow ideologies of

writing pedagogy (see, especially, Crowley). Moreover, compositionists

have repeatedly pointed out the lack of consensus about curriculum and

methods in the first-year course. At this rate, it shouldn't be surprising that

the first-year course, as Robert J. Connors has shown, appears to be caught

in a never-ending cycle where writing faculty call alternately for reform and

abolition.

My purpose in this essay is not to resolve these worries and debates.

Rather, I can't imagine how things could have turned out otherwise, given

the ways in which the required first-year course has acquired a surplus of

meanings and purposes. Like the figure of the "hurried child" psychologist

David Elkind brought to popular attention in the 1980s-young kids stressed

out and overscheduled by anxious parents and school officials-the first

year course has been charged to do everything from ensuring students'

academic success to fostering their personal development as individuals to

guaranteeing they will get a job when they graduate.

Think for a moment of all the things that the first-year course is

commonly being asked to do. It should help entering students survive in a

hostile environment, crack the academic code, repair the damage done by

high school English teachers, and enjoy writing. It should meet institutional

needs by increasing retention and adding value to the "freshman

experience," as well as certifying literacy levels and protecting the

credibility of the undergraduate degree. Not only that, the course should

meet employer needs for workers who can "communicate effectively,"

multitask, operate computers, and work on teams. It should respond to

whatever literacy crisis is happening at the moment, negotiate differences in

the "contact zone," denaturalize the media and mass culture, and stop the

decline of public discourse by making a generation of slackers into

responsible citizens who read the newspaper, vote, and participate in

community service.

As you can see, to my mind at least, the issue of the required first-year

writing course begins not so much with the matter of reform or abolition but

14 • Trimhur

with the accumulative disequilibrium of purposes and motives that has

pushed the curriculum of the course long past the breaking point. As I see

it, the current debate over whether the course should be required or not has

caused writing faculty to ignore this oversaturation of the curriculum and

the zero sum game of fitting everything in one course. In turn, as I've already

suggested, this makes it difficult to imagine the first-year course as one that

connects to a larger curriculum. The first-year course simply begins and

ends, and in some colleges and universities where students can test out on

a placement exam, at least a portion of them just skip over it.

This state of affairs has given many writing programs their distinctive

institutional shape, with the odd (but by now taken-for-granted)

arrangement of full-blown graduate programs in rhetoric and composition

training new professionals to teach and administer one course. In between

graduate studies and the first-year course is an ill-defined terrain, with

courses in "advanced composition," business, technical, and science

writing, perhaps in the memoir or personal essay or travel writing. There

may be journalism courses here, but they might be somewhere else, in a

separate journalism or communication department. But whatever the

configuration of writing courses may be after the first year, it is rare that the

first-year course is linked to them in any meaningful and coherent way.

The Formation of Freshman English (Only)

The point I am making is a familiar one, namely that the formation of

the required first-year course, which historians of writing instruction agree

can be dated to Harvard and the work of Adam Sherman Hill in the late

nineteenth century, entails the loss of a curriculum as rhetoric was demoted

from its central place as a multi-year course of study in the classical tradition

of the older college system and transformed into the single-course

requirement of the modern university, Freshman English (see Berlin,

Rhetoric and Reality; Brereton; Connors; Crowley; Halloran; Miller).

Composition courses, to be sure, had been offered routinely at Harvard and

elsewhere in the post Civil War period, but in 1885 Hill, justifiably

renowned (or vilified) as the architect of the first-year course, succeeded in

getting what had been a sophomore course moved down to the first year.

Trimbur· 15
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The need for a first-year composition course, Hill had been arguing

for over ten years, was evident from the high number who failed the exam

in written composition required of applicants to Harvard since 1874. With

a first-year course in place, applicants who failed the exam could be

admitted in good faith (without lowering Harvard's standards or

endangering enrollments) by conditioning acceptance on passing the

course. Thus, Hill instituted the now long-standing tradition of justifying

Freshman English by appeals to test results-and thereby indelibly marked

the first-year course as one that belongs in the curriculum not as a normal

part of study because of its college-level subject matter, as had been the

case with the older rhetoric courses, but as a response to a documented

literacy crisis in the transition from school to college.

The purpose of the entrance exam in English composition, as

President Charles W. Eliot conceived it, was part of a plan to exert

downward pressure on Harvard's feeder schools by "proving" the

deplorable lack of preparation in composition at the secondary level and

pressuring for reform. As Connors points out, many assumed in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that the first-year course was no

more than a "stop-gap remedial measure"-a "temporary aberration" that

could be abolished once the secondary schools started doing their jobs.

"When the schools shall be ready to teach the laws in good use in language

and the elementary principles of rhetoric," Hill writes in 1879, "a great point

will be gained." Otherwise, "the next best step"-the default position-is a

freshman composition requirement (52).

The origins of the first-year course have certainly dogged its

existence-and influenced profoundly how writing faculty understand their

work. Many writing programs, for example, still assume that better students

will achieve mastery of the first-year course's materials before they come to

college and should therefore be identified and tested out of the composition

requirement so that they do not "waste their time." The remaining

students-the stigmatized majority who test into the course-are then

figured in terms of deficiencies and needs. And it works the other way too:

the absence of a required first-year composition course is available as a sign

of academic rigor and high admissions standards, a badge of honor for the

16. Trimbur

most selective colleges and their ostensibly stringent entrance requirements.

As I say, this is a familiar story, part of a tradition in rhetoric and

composition lamenting the transformation of advanced courses in rhetoric

into first-year composition with its ambiguous identity on the border

between secondary school and college. No one, of course, is suggesting that

we go back to the classical curriculum that gave rhetoric such a central role

in college education. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the founding of the

first-year course at Harvard was part of a larger offensive, waged in the

name of vernacular literacy, against the older classical tradition. For Charles

W. Eliot and the authors of the Harvard reports of the 1890s, one of the

central purposes of Freshman English was to break the classicists' grip on

first-year coursework in order to modernize the curriculum by emphasizing

education in the "mother tongue."

The rise of Freshman English, in other words, takes place as part of the

struggle between moderns and ancients about language policy in the

university. By 1872, just three years after Eliot arrived at Harvard, there were

already departments in English, German, French, Italian, and Spanish. The

Modern Language Association formed ten years later to represent the

professional interests of faculty in these new departments. Perhaps the main

issue in the post-Civil War period was the share of the undergraduate

curriculum allotted to modern languages. The "question" for the

modernizers, as raised in 1884 by Theodore W. Hunt, professor of Rhetoric

and of the English Language at Princeton, in the first volume of PMLA, asked

"will the classics as taught in our colleges make any concessions of their

amount of time to the modern languages?" (qtd. in Douglas 43).

One of the main thrusts of the Harvard reports is to demonstrate that

such concessions were necessary. The study of Greek and Latin, it found,

neither provides the "mental discipline" classicists had long claimed it

engendered in students nor teaches them to write correct idiomatic English

suitable for the modern age. In this sense, the formation of Freshman English

at Harvard marks the culmination of a long-term trend in American

education toward vernacular literacy. By the mid-eighteenth century, S.

Michael Halloran points out, English had started to replace Latin "as the

primary medium of instruction" and "the primary focus of rhetorical
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education" (154). While at first only the duller students at Harvard were

allowed to produce disputations and orations in English instead of Latin,

eventually the brightest students were composing in English as well.

Even as courses devoted to writing in English merged during the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, however, the older belief that the

"ability to write in English was clearly and consistently related to the ability

to read and write in the classical languages" (Halloran 152) maintained a

residual hold, at least in some quarters at Harvard in the late nineteenth

century. For this reason, the Harvard reports took great pains to single out

the inadequacies of "translation English" (what the fourth report of 1897

calls that "lazy, mongrel dialect") as a vehicle of writing instruction and, in

the second report (1895), presents a brief experiment challenging the

traditional notion that the ability to translate from Greek and Latin fosters

the ability to compose in English.

What I am leading to here is that the formation of the first-year course

at Harvard and elsewhere not only participated centrally in the decline of

rhetoric as a program of study but also helped to sever writing in English

from its association with classical languages, replacing the emphasis on

translation in the earlier curriculum with the monolingualism of vernacular

literacy. To put it another way, the consolidation of the Freshman English

requirement culminates the movement toward English-Only in writing

instruction, taking place along with the break-up of the older classical

curriculum and the concurrent territorialization of modern languages in

their separate departments.

The departmentalization of the modern languages, to be sure, is a

gradual one, taking time to work out subject matter and institutional

identities. According to Wallace Douglas, the "original staples of modern

language study were modern only in the sense that they were not

classical, ... 'fundamental courses,' such as Old and Middle English, Old

Norse, Old French, Old High German, and the like" (48). Nor was it clear

whether the modern languages constituted one field or many. As late as

1901, for example, nearly thirty years after the modern language

departments had been established at Harvard, Eliot would still refer to them,

in his welcoming address to the Modern Language Association, as a single

18. Trimbur

division of knowledge within the university rather than separate

departments. This is evident as well in Hunt's division of the curriculum into

"Science, Philosophy, and Language and Literature" (qtd. in Douglas 48). It

is revealing that Hunt, even though he was one of the foremost advocates of

an enlarged share of the undergraduate curriculum for English,

recommended merely that the one-third time allotted to language and

literature be divided equally among the major languages, English being just

one among five.

Plans for such an "equitable regime," however, were not to last long.

Colleges differed (and changed their policies over the years) about whether

students should be required to take a modern language in addition to

English, while the first-year course took on a universal character-and

guaranteed English departments huge chunks of real estate in the

undergraduate curriculum. Harvard's experience, again, is illuminating. In

1894, the only two courses required of all students were Freshman English

and a modern language. By 1897, the only requirement was the first-year

course. In retrospect the rise to primacy of English in writing instruction and

the marginalization of the other modern languages in undergraduate

education may seem inevitable in a largely English-speaking country.

Nonetheless, the terms of inevitability are worth noting, to understand how

English achieved its dominance-both as a department and a language

within the modern languages.

The decision to divide the modern languages into departments along

national lines is not simply a matter of the further specialization of

knowledge, a ramifying division of academic labor accelerated by the

founding of Johns Hopkins and the growing pressure to develop graduate

education based on the departmental model of the German universities.

Learning the modern languages had long been viewed as social attainments,

desultory reading in leisured time-a sign of good breeding not a part of the

college curriculum. James Russell Lowell's caricature, in 1871, of the "stray

Frenchman ... kept as long as he could endure the baiting of his pupils" is

representative: for after failing as a teacher, the Frenchman becomes a

"dancing-master, a calling which public opinion seems to have put on the

same intellectual level as the other" (qtd. in Douglas 49). To attain
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legitimacy in the university, the modern languages needed to separate

themselves from the drawing rooms of genteel society by proving their

academic seriousness and cultural value.

If philology offered the modern languages a means of scholarly rigor

in tracing the evolution of the national languages, social Darwinist theories

produced what the American intellectual historian Richard Hofstadter calls

the "Anglo-Saxon mystique" of the late nineteenth-century United States,

the deeply-seated belief in the masculine vigor and fitness of the Teutonic

"race." "Race," in the late 1800s, it must be emphasized, combined notions

of national character and hereditary descent to classify populations,

including immigrant groups-the Irish, central European Jews, Italians,

eastern European Slavs-as well as Africans, Asians, and American Indians,

into "races" distinct from northern Europeans. Environmental determinists

compared the energetic Teutons of the north to the phlegmatic Latins of the

south. The idea of survival of the fittest, derived from the theory of natural

selection, seemed to offer away to rank peoples on an evolutionary scale-

and to justify the triumphs of the strong and successful.

As Gerald Graff observes, "One cannot minimize the importance of...

theories of 'race' in the formation of language and literature departments in

the 1880s" (70). A racialization of the modern languages separated the hard

Anglo-Saxon sound of English from the flowery Latinisms of the Romance

languages. By the late nineteenth century, Lowell's "stray Frenchman" had

hardened, in racialized accounts of the modern languages, into an

objectified response--a warning about the sensuality, softness, and danger

of effeminacy attributed to the Romance languages. The depart

mentalization of the modern languages followed a symbolic geography,

from the exoticized languages and cultures of the Catholic Mediterranean

up the ladder of racial progress to Anglo-Saxon Protestants. In the racialist

thinking of the day, as the Columbia political scientist John Burgess

explains, "Teutonic political genius stamps the Teutonic nations as the

political nations par excellence, and authorizes them, in the economy of the

world, to assume leadership in the establishment and administration of

states" (qtd. in Graff 70).

Richard Ohmann and others have pointed out the implication of
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English studies and the department system of the modern university in the

emergence of corporate capital and a professional managerial class. To this,

we can add, as Burgess's comments reveal, the fact that the regime of

monopoly capital, with its elaborate divisions of mental and manual labor,

consolidates in an era of imperialism, colonial adventure, and overseas

missionary societies. The rise of English departments not only works out

imaginary relations between reading and writing, literature and

composition, white-collar and blue-collar labor-in terms of the struggle to

distinguish the moral and intellectual leadership of the new professional

middle classes from the working class, on one hand, and the older

aristocratic families and the new plutocracy of capital, on the other-but

also offers a forum to promote like mindedness among the classes around a

national cultural and the mission of the "English speaking race" as a global

power. This unifying impulse provides the warrant for the study of English

literature. As Brander Matthews explains in his American literature textbook

of 1896:

.. .as literature is a reflection and a reproduction of the life of

the peoples speaking the language in which it is written, this

literature is likely to be strong and great in proportion as the

peoples who speak the language are strong and great. English

literature is therefore likely to grow, as it is the record of the life

of the English speaking race and as this race is likely spreading

abroad over the globe. (qtd. in Graff 71)

The role of writing instruction in English departments is a complex

one. Understandably, compositionists often focus on how composition

figures as the other to literature in the emergence of English departments

the nonliterary "Iow" culture of ordinary writing to the "high" culture of

literature. But if composition and literature are opposed as symbolic values,

at the same time they are unified as co-conspirators in the name of

vernacular literacy and national culture. This unification of opposites

appears, for example, in the reading lists Harvard distributed to secondary

schools, from which topics on the entrance exam in written composition

were derived. These lists consisted of what Le Baron Russell Briggs aptly
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describes as "prescribed English classics" (59). The list for 1896 contains a

typical selection: Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream, Defoe's A

Journal of the Plague Year, Washington Irving's Tales of a Traveller, Scott's

Woodstock, Macauley's essay on Milton, Longfellow's Evangeline, and

George Eliot's Silas Marner.

This English Only reading list (five British and two American authors)

represents a double break from earlier traditions and a new settlement of the

precollege curriculum. (It also sparked widespread opposition, including

the founding of the National Council of Teachers of English in 1911 and

what Donald Stewart has described as the struggle of Midwestern

"democrats" led by Fred Newton Scott against the elitist "Harvardization" of

English.) The selection of only English literature in the reading lists signifies

a break with both the "dead" languages of the classical tradition and the

international scope of "polite literature" in the belletristic rhetorics, such as

Hugh Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, that had shaped earlier

nineteenth-century writi ng instruction.

Blair's canon, Alastair Fowler notes, "has the European reach of

Renaissance humanist 'letters/l'(3), combining ancients and moderns, as

well as a wide sampling of Continental works, from the French, Spanish,

Portuguese, and Polish. One senses in the Harvard reading lists a deep

seated ambivalence toward Blair's goal of cultivating taste, based in part on

an association of the older belletristic rhetorics with a leisured class of

gentlemen amateurs and a residual suspicion of the effeminacy and

softening effects of literature. Status anxiety and the fear of a loss of vigor

animated the older patrician intellectual leadership at the turn of the

century, including the authors of the Harvard reports. Something stronger

than belles lettres seemed called for, an "attempt," Rollo Walter Brown puts

it, "more or less national, to develop a literary art directly from the soil"

"trained men to look at the world with their own eyes, and write directly

and honestly about what they saw" (33). As Graff says, the "interests of

professionalism and of cultural nationalism coincided" in the mission of

English departments (71).

There remain traces of this fin de siecle settlement in current writing

instruction. Freshman English began and remains in many respects a
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uniquely American cultural formation in which English appears as not only

the universal requirement but also the universal language. Writing

instruction, whether in mainstream composition or ESL, has remained

resolutely unidirectional, toward mastery of English Only. There is virtually

no evidence I have been able to find of programs that promote writing and

advanced literacy in other languages, along with English. Freshman English

begins and remains implicitly-and sometimes unabashedly-First Worldist

in its language policy. There have been, to be sure, calls for multiculturalism,

border pedagogies, and hybrid discourses in composition. What is missing,

however, are accompanying proposals for bi-lingual and multi-lingual

writing programs to counter the First Worldism of Freshman English (Only)

at the level of language as well as culture.

Program Design
The objection has been raised that instituting programs of study in

writing amounts to a status-conscious bid to exchange our identification as

low-class service providers for academic legitimacy, disciplinary standing,

and professional advancement (see Sullivan, et al.). The worry is that we'll

abandon our historic commitments to teaching and simply reproduce the

careerism and narrow disciplinary focus of the established fields of study.

This is a reasonable concern. I certainly do not mean to suggest that we

should emulate the departmentalization of knowledge that prevails in the

modern university. I argue elsewhere that the issue of professionalism is a

contradictory one, in which the use-value of professional practice exists in

tension with its exchange value (Trimbur, "Writing Instruction"). To my

mind, designing programs of study in writing demands that we engage this

contradiction as explicitly as possible-to understand how we can articulate

the professional expertise and bodies of knowledge in our field to the needs

and aspirations of ordinary writers.

In other words, I don't think that we can develop majors and minors

in writing as most disciplines have done-as ostensibly seamless and self

contained sequences, where the borders between disciplines are clear and

each field provides its own self-referential account of its topics and

methods. There is a difficult balance to achieve. We do need to think along
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disciplinary lines, to sequence bodies of knowledge about writing that come

from within our field. But at the same time, we also need to identify those

interfaces outside our field where the subject of writing intersects with the

intellectual, linguistic, and programmatic interests of students and faculty.

The disciplinary dimension of program design calls on us to

determine, at least within broad outlines, the sequence of what a major

should know and be able to do. It presumes there is an intellectual content

to the study of writing as much as practical knowledge. We would have to

ask the kinds of questions the disciplines typically address-namely, what

should a student have read? are there works and concepts a student should

know? what kinds of theory and research should students be introduced to?

in what order should majors study all these things? what distinguishes an

introductory course from an intermediate or advanced one? We would also,

of course, need to think about the range of writing practices available to

majors (journalism, public service writing, literary essays, fiction and poetry,

Web design, professional and academic discourse, and so on) and how we

would evaluate their development, in terms of coursework, capstone

projects, internships, portfolios, and so on. In many respects, this type of

planning will inevitably be grounded in professional knowledge of rhetoric

and composition for it will have to make the case for writing as an

academically substantial program of study in its own right.

At the same time, limiting program design to the transmission of

expertise from the faculty in a discipline to the students entering it simply

reproduces the traditional departmental model-and cannot accommodate

a writing curriculum that seeks to go beyond English Only. We also need to

take into account those places in the university where various interests in

the subject of writing converge, points where students, faculty, and

languages can associate. The notion of service which figures so prominently

in the professional identities of writing faculty-and which advocates of

"strong" composition fear will be abandoned by establishing undergraduate

course of study in writing-can be usefully redefined by figuring curriculum

design as a rhetorical practice to redistribute expert knowledge and expand

the forums and languages available for writing.

Rhetoric and composition is often described as an interdisciplinary
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field, with intellectual affiliations that reach in many directions. I am not,

however, calling for programs that simply collect and bundle together a set

of already-existing courses. I mean rather a kind of curriculum planning that

looks for interfaces between disciplines, programs, students, and faculty.

What I imagine, for example, is not so much the traditional technical writing

course for engineers, designed as a contribution to WAC or a service to

engineering departments, but a course that would gather engineering

students, writing majors, science and technology studies students, public

policy majors, pre-law students, and others interested in examining the

rhetoric of technology. I am advocating, that is, designing courses and

programs to intersect with multiple constituencies and to serve multiple

purposes-whether to satisfy major, writing intensive, or general education

requirements or simply exist as electives.

This way of thinking of program design must necessarily be local,

grounded in particular configurations of interest, indebted to rather than

derived directly from disciplinary bodies of knowledge. To offer further

examples of how the metaphor of the interface can guide program

development, I'll simply list some of things that have happened at WPI-the

development of a science writing course on disease and public health (for

pre-meds, biology and biotechnology majors, science studies and history of

science students, and writing majors), co-teaching in the required major

course "Rhetorical Theory" by faculty from writing and the religion and

philosophy group, a rhetoric course on electronic publishing by a faculty

member from the computer science department, extensive discussions of

the role of visual rhetoric in the writing curriculum with colleagues

interested in building a visual culture concentration, bi-lingual majors and

senior projects co-advised by writing and modern language faculty.

Admittedly, these developments are facilitated by the fact that I teach in a

Humanities and Arts department and therefore have ready access to

colleagues with associated interests in the subject of writing. My point is just

to suggest the kind of alliances and associations a multi-course (and

potentially multilingual) sequence in writing can promote if we think of it as

an interface where professional knowledges about writing connect with

student and faculty interests and needs.
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Writing Programs and English Only
Designing a writing curriculum raises once again the question in

Maxine Hairston's famous 19B5 CCCC Chair's address, "Breaking Our

Bonds and Reaffirming Our Connections"-namely, should we just get it

over with and file for divorce from English departments? The very idea of a

program of study in writing, of course, calls into question the traditional

relationship between writing instruction and English departments, in part

because such programs would seek to connect the first-year course to a

curriculum in writing rather than figuring the course, as has traditionally

been the case, as a prerequisite to sophomore and upper division literature

classes. Hairston's "most radical" options-"to split the composition and

rhetoric program from the English department and form a department of

rhetoric" or "even consider joining with speech communication and

journalism to form a new and vital department of language and

communication" (2BO-B1)-locate the study and teaching of writing in

autonomous administrative units and are certainly in keeping with the goals

of curriculum design I advance here.

I have gone back and forth over the years on the question of

composition separatism. Nonetheless, I must admit, nearly fifteen years after

Hairston's CCCC address, that there is little evidence to alter her conclusion

that literature faculty are "not listening" (27B). Certainly, the theoretical

grounds are available for a dialogue about the work and mission of English

departments. There are any number of proposals at large to integrate what

has been known as composition, on one hand, and literature, on the other,

under a rubric such as rhetoric, textual studies, cultural studies, semiotics,

or some variant. Terry Eagleton's validation of rhetoric as the global term

under which all forms of writing might fall points in this direction, as does

Robert Scholes's deconstruction of the binaries literature and non-literature,

consumption and production, the sacred and the profane in English studies.

Perhaps the fullest recent version appears in James Berlin's last book,

Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures, which significantly argues for

"reconfiguring" not rhetoric and composition but English studies.

My gloomy prediction, however, is that despite the theoretical
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soundness of such proposals, the political will is simply lacking. I believe

that Hairston is still correct when she says there is no common sense of "an

exigence that can be modified by discourse," no Bitzerian rhetorical

situation that would join writing and literature faculty together in productive

exchange. (Of the three departments Berlin cites as exemplary in

reconfiguring English studies, one has since broken into a dysfunctional civil

war, taking departmental politics into an unimagined Hobbesian state of

nature.)

If anything, I believe that current theories to reconfigure English

studies by unifying the opposites-composition and literature, rhetoric and

poetics, writing and reading-may well represent a serious obstacle to the

development of the programs of study in writing I am pressing for. The

reason for this, however, is not, as Hairston claims, that the reconfiguration

project results from compositionists' attempt to win back the estranged

affection of literature faculty by flashing trendy theory around. Instead, I

think it is due to something deeper in composition that grows out of the

field's service mission, a felt sense that has developed over the years into a

messianic religion of the oppressed, casting the downtrodden of

composition the role of saving English studies from itself. It is an old and

familiar story: by liberating ourselves, we can in turn liberate our masters

from their own indulgences and excesses.

To my mind, the relation of the study and teaching of writing to

English departments is both accidental and overdetermined-the result not

of a necessary belongingness between the two but of a particular historical

conjuncture when written composition replaced rhetoric just as English

departments were taking shape in the modern university. The exact

institutional location of the programs of study in writing I've been

advocating will vary depending on local conditions. I can imagine, for

example, separate departments, as well as autonomous divisions or

concentrations within English.

I do not believe, however, that either the institutional affiliations or

curriculum of such programs should be limited to English-Only. The origins

of composition, I have tried to show, are linked to a racialized curriculum

and turn of the century First Worldism. To the extent that we continue to
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imagine writing instruction as something that naturally takes place in

English-Only, we extend the legacy of English as the universal language. To

my mind, one of the central challenges facing program design is to imagine

writing instruction and curriculum from an internationalist perspective, in

multiple languages. Depending on the institution, the option to pursue a

bilingual or multilingual course of study in writing may attract only a

handful of students, native and non-native English speakers. In the polyglot

metropolises of the global market (Miami, New York, Los Angeles) and the

borderlands of California, the Southwest, and southern Florida, multilingual

programs may find broad interest. In any case, for me, finally, the issue is

one of developing alternatives to English Only-to avoid the national

chauvinism of a First Worldist language policy and to reconfigure literacy

education not only as English studies but also as writing programs with a

multilingual, internationalist perspective.
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In this essay, an inquiry into WPA self

representation and identity formation, I

examine the ways in which we have, over

time, represented ourselves-how we

have formed and are forming our

professional and organizational identity

via WPA scholarship and its implicit and

overt models of the WPA position-and

the locations we have occupied-the

figurative and literal professional

memberships we have sought, found,

and, to some extent, neglected. The ways

in which the position has been imagined,

the identities assigned and deflected, the

communities invoked and excluded

these have a scholarly and organizational

history, the study of which shows the

different ideological agendas that have

surfaced over time and the identities

which today contend for dominance. I

hope that examination of attempts to

situate the position may lead to increased

bridge-building, of the sort increasingly

seen between WPA and MLA and ADE,

certainly, but also of a more disciplinary

and collegial sort: scholarly bridges

between WPA theory and the larger

rhetoric-composition enterprise, and

institutional bridges that support WPA

interests across a range of campus types.

In the following pages, I hope briefly to

trace the history of WPA identity

formation and to show that the WPA is

Identity and
Location:

a Study of
wrpa :Models,

:Memberships,
and agendas
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(in) a position that is always in process: despite dominant WPA narratives,

organizational hegemonies, and the push for professionalization, WPA

identity is continually remade. Such self-conscious attention to how the

WPA operates in institutional and professional relations can, perhaps, give

us increased awareness of what our future agendas ought to be.

I. Foundational Representations
In 1999, Writing Program Administration marks its twentieth year of

publication. Over this twenty-year period, the literature on WPA-related

issues forms a pattern of increasing self-consciousness, reflected in a

growing critical meta-discourse on the WPA position itself. Less than ten

years into the journal's existence, the initial conception of the WPA as a

unitary figure-position is joined by a proliferation of studies that treat the

position as a dispersed range of activities and roles, situated within and

delimited by disciplinary and social forces. This is the post-unitary WPA, a

complication of the position from single and static to multi-positioned and

multiply located. In this period we also see efforts to locate the position in

a way that reflects a particular agenda, forming the foundation of a

dominant WPA model.

The evolving representations of the position are embedded in phases

of WPA scholarship, a typology of which has been provided by former WPA

editor Ken Bruffee in his 1985 article "The WPA as (Journal) Writer: What

the Record Reveals." Bruffee reviews the contents of the WPA journal for the

preceding five years and organizes them into three categories: a

straightforward "how-to" category, characterized by articles on particular

administrative topics and practices; "contextual how-to" articles, which

deal with "the way elements in a program are organized, articulated, and

sustained" (6); and articles relating to professional identity, that of both the

WPA position and the national organization. Using Bruffee's taxonomy, we

can identify not only three types of articles, but three ways of being for the

WPA, representations which move along a continuum of identity-formation.

Scholarship in the first category establishes a kind of WPA self

consciousness, though its treatment of identity is restricted to a form of

nominalism. In the early years of the journal, one of the central, intentional
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purposes of such works was to delimit the field and define the position,

which was then of fairly recent vintage, given the founding dates of the

organization (1976) and journal (1979). Bruffee writes elsewhere that WPA

scholarship at the end of the 1970s and into the early 1980s took on the

tasks of "identify[ing] ourselves professionally... identify[ing] our needs and

the nature of the particular skills we needed to acquire in order to do our

jobs adequately... [and] identify[ing] each other" ("Editorial" 11). It is the

task-based nature of the process that defines the early period; as with

current-traditional rhetoric, WPA scholarship was, in its earliest phases,

innocent of contexts that would later become apparent givens~f things

such as disciplinary and institutional status. The current-traditional WPA

was/is a describer of programs and procedures, and his/her identity was/is

tied to these tasks in an integral way that does not invite interrogation. In this

embodiment, WPA and program are often one, as I remember being the

case in my first professional position, at UCLA, where Richard Lanham, in

the first few years, was UCLA Writing Programs-it was "his" in a

proprietary way. Location and identity were, at that point, fairly

uncomplicated matters.

Such uncritical identity formations are quickly outgrown-people

moved on or were deposed-and the growing exchange of self-descriptions

allowed for more dialogic consideration of shared topics, with the result that

what Bruffee calls "contextual how-to" articles, his second category, came

into being. In these, we see movement away from earlier isolated tasks and

claims of universality ("[W]e have developed a system of [textbook]

evaluation that for five years has proved effective and enlightening. This

system can be adapted to fit any size department and any departmental

policy"; Gopen 17) and toward discussion of the means of confronting what

was an increasingly evident set of complex relationships ("[The authors]

underscore the dynamic nature of writing programs at the same time that

they note their complexity [and recognize] that no one method is sufficient

for evaluating any writing program... [TJhey endorse a paradigm of choices

which recognizes the appropriateness of different methods of evaluation for

different situations"; Gere 41). While the journal's practice has come largely

to exclude the first category of discussion, this second continues (see Glau,
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Robertson, Chase), and with it implicit reference to the WPA as traditional

unitary administrator. In such articles the WPA is a figure who operates

within a system of specific institutional processes-placement and

assessment, program deSign, and TA training, for example. The focus is on

particular administrative tasks and the individuating factors that must go into

a WPA's contextual approach to them; the rhetorical construct is an

individual WPNwriting program addressing other individual WPAs and

writing programs with categorically similar needs and concerns,

reinscribing over the notion of context a totalized position and field.

Robertson's "Teach, Not Test: A Look at a New Writing Placement

Procedure," published in the journal in 1994, best illustrates a recent

example of this category. She describes how she and her colleagues

addressed her university's request that they re-examine their placement

exam procedures, ties her critique of then-current practice to a particular

school of thought on the writing process which her program had since

adopted, and explains how the placement procedure was altered to elicit

the kind of student writing emphasized in the program's curriculum. In her

conclusion she states

I am not suggesting that other programs adopt our specific

procedures wholesale... What I am suggesting is that individual

writing programs consider developing their own placement

procedures that accurately reflect their own writing classes. In

other words, Stony Brook's experiment provides a general

paradigm for future placement processes ... Whatever

procedures individual programs develop can reflect their own

pedagogy and philosophy. (62)

Like process theory itself, "contextual how-to" articles invoke a

context based in the individual. Broader social issues, competing values,

power relations, and the concept of multiple positions lie beyond the

context invoked.

This foundational model of the WPA as a single position/voice located

in a particular program which lays claim to a universal representativeness

creates the means of a dominant discourse. Those who speak come to speak

for others; the identity they present comes to be the identity aSSigned to
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others. And, in the early period of WPA scholarship, those who spoke from

this unitary position spoke from a research-university location-a location

of academic status and authority which they invoked to validate their voices

and models. The earliest texts presented descriptive studies of writing

programs-descriptions which were offered as, in varying degrees,

definitive models of writing programs. Historically, then, there has been an

attempt to naturalize the research university as the "home" of writing

programs and the WPA position, imposing the research university location

as the single world view, totalizing WPA experience and making the

dominant context seem the natural one.

If we look at the samples used in descriptive works on writing

programs by Witte and Faigley, in 1983, Connolly and Vilardi, in 1986, and

especially Hartzog, also 1986 (Figure 1), we see a very powerful

identification being made for the position and field, one that allies it with a

particular location and set of values. The Witte and Faigley, Connolly and

Vilardi, and Hartzog samples include only four-year schools and universities.

Hartzog's includes only Carnegie Research I-level institutions. In the Preface

to her book, she states, "[This study] is not, nor does it pretend to be, a

comprehensive study of writing programs in the country today. I have

selected AAU [Association of American Universities] programs not because

they are truly representative of all programs, including those at two- and four

year colleges" (x). Hartzog explains that she selected the programs studied

for three reasons: 1) they are located in "major research universities"; 2) their

programs have "visibility" and "influence"; and 3) using them aligns the

"status and identity" of composition "not only with teaching but also with

research." It is not surprising that the three programs in the sample selected

for in-depth case studies are those at Harvard, Penn, and Chapel Hill. Given

the status of Hartzog's text as one of the earliest-that is, foundational

studies of writing program administration, it seems clear that, despite the

circumlocutory disclaimer, we have a text that lays claim to the power of

defining WPA identity, and chooses to locate identity in high-status research

universities. The power to dominate-to be visible and influential, rather than

to be literally representative-is the central value in the project.

The Witte and Faigley study shares this elitist impulse to an extent,
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since the sample they use also includes only Class I research universities,

though their choice was restricted to schools that had conducted a certain

model of program evaluation; they write, however, "We might have chosen

other studies [and so sites of study] as well, but these four serve to raise the

most important issues evaluators face" (8). The result is an indirect claim that

the research university is the site of the most important issues in what the

text, via its title, claims as its mj/ieu---college writing programs, with

"college" used as a synonym for "university." This same milieu is invoked by

Connolly and Vilardi. Their claim to representative validity is close to

-
, ... ··'.•1.,...•-

Wilte/Fai~ley Sample (1983)
M,.lm, l'n'vl'flily'
UIIIII""tV Iii (,llii"ml,I".rn I)ieg(l'

Connolly/Vilardi Sample (1986)
H,lro ("IIegr'
111\1V1'f I ,,111'g<'
Hrooklyn Colll'g"/(UNY
Br(J\\dJ Unlv(~rslly~

Clrnegil',MI'llon Univerlity'
("[flell University
~,I,te[fl Oregon Stall' lJniVl'rlity

, (;mrgr lv1.lStln Univerlily
I Ceorgt'lown Univl'"ily

Hartzog Sample (1986)
Hrown UniVl'rslly
Cllifo[flia Inlliloll' lliTI',hI1llIogy
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(:J.)lk UniVl'rsily
Duki' Universily
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f'rrncl'IlJll University

N~d Sample (1978)
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I).rll.ts Cnly, COlmn, ("II. District

·'fI'/Jr('If'II/eJinll,I.tIJIph

Figure 1
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Miami UniVl'rsity;
Michigan Icchnlllngi"J! llniv,
51. Fdward'; Univl'rllty
SUNY,Stony Hrook
U. Ili M,lrY/'lIldColiege !';uk'

f'urdlll' Univerlity
SI,lIllord UniverSity
'llIl.tnl'lInivl'r,ity
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University 01 MIIIIll'sol,1
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(I 01 l.'ld"
li, ,,( Washington'
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Whittier College'

U, Mislouri-Collllll"i,I'
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Universily of Oregon
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University of Rodll'Sll'r
lISC'
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U. Wisconsin-Madison
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LJ. 01 Texas-AII'tin
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absolute; the Introduction states, "These twenty-eight descriptions of

recently revised programs reflect changes that are occurring throughout the

country, Cumulatively, the essays provide what an ethnographer might call

a "thick description' of the culture of our composition classrooms" (1).

The sample used in Neel's 1978 Freshman Composition, which

appeared in the MLA series Options for the Teaching of English, a series

devoted to pedagogy, does not reflect the same move to establish a certain

identity evident in the later samples (Figure 1). Neel writes, "The eighteen

[composition programs] represented in this book were chosen not because

they are the 'best' but because they offer an overview of the ways different

institutions deal with the teaching of writing" (vii). He includes two

community college programs and two four-year college programs; his work

shows a bias toward the research university, certainly, but more openness to

inclusion of difference than any of the later studies. His work is not

foundational to later research in the same way as Hartzog's, Connolly and

Vilardi's, and Witte and Faigley's have been-that is, it is not part of a

dominant discourse about writing programs and program administration.'

This foundational location of the position within the research

university actually reflects a minority situation, as review of WPA

membership data shows. Using a recent membership list, I compiled a kind

of profile of the membership (Figure 2), including membership numbers,

gender distribution, and how many institutions currently represented in the

organization are state, how many private schools; what the distribution is

according to institutional type (doctoral, comprehensive/Baccalaureate,

two-yearlcommunity college); and what the distribution is according to

difficulty of admission (in other words, degree of eliteness).2 Of the

approximately 3700 institutions of higher education in the country, about

12% have WPA representation, though this figure rises to almost 20% if we

look only at four-year colleges and universities. Only about 3% of two

year/community colleges have WPA affiliation. Overall, the current WPA

organization is a mid-range enterprise. Twelve of the institutions included in

the Hartzog sample are not currently members of the WPA. Unfortunately,

membership data from past years have not been kept, but I think it is fair to

surmise that these schools were unlikely ever to have been affiliated. I say
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articles that relate to professional identity and which represent, directly or

indirectly, the WPA and the WPA:s work in a way that enables and

encourages critical perceptions of it from a broader context than practice

and description. The third category represents the WPA position as

institutionally embedded and socially active and acted upon. Such articles,

Bruffee says, provide the "ability to criticize ourselves" (7), "[help] us tell

ourselves who we are" (9), and entail self-reflexive writing. From the mid

1980s, we see a growing complication of the unitary WPA model. As the

model shifts, the agenda moves from a preoccupation with status-based

professionalization of the field to multiple reformulations of WPA identity.

The ear/iest examples of self-critically aware articles might be termed

traditional-conservative, since they maintain the unitary model even as they

call for situational change. Maxine Hairston's calls for secession, in her

1985 CCCC Chair's address and subsequent CCC article as well as in a 1988

WPA article on the topic, treat the WPA as a scholar and institutional figure

whose primary agenda is to professionalize the field and the positions of its

instructors. Richard Bullock's 1987 WPA article, "When Administration

Becomes Scholarship: The Future of Writing Program Administration," calls

for recognition of the scholarship of the WPA and WPA work, drawing a

distinction between the English Department perception of WPAs as

"caretakers of a slice of bureaucracy" and his view of WPAs as "experts and

scholars testing and refining their knowledge in the practical arena of

application" (14). His article anticipates the "Intellectual Work" document:

published over ten years ago, it treats WPA work not as administrative tasks

to be seen in local relation to universal paradigms, but as an intellectual

challenge to disciplinary tradition, activities implicating a much larger

group than writing instructors and a much broader social setting than

writing programs. Still, the WPA in the work of Bullock and Hairston is an

isolated figure battling for recognition of his or her work, program, and

discipline, politically savvy by necessity, competing in productivity with

literature faculty but committed to teaching in a way that maintains a

distinction between composition and literature. Hairston does not treat the

WPA position as an object of critical study per se; we see in her articles no

sense of the position as itself a social construct, though she does speak of
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that not as a judgment about these schools or their writing programs, but as

evidence of the point the membership data make: even within the WPA

organization, the foundational representation of the WPA position refigures

reality to favor a particular agenda.

The membership numbers in relation to national numbers for two

year/community colleges further suggest a de facto institutional bias. The

unitary WPA model seems to disenfranchise those who do not participate in

the research-for-tenure process, a bias unintentionally perpetuated in the

organization-sponsored "Intellectual Work" document (Schwegler et al.),

which represents WPA work as scholarly, specialized, and defined by a

particular location. It assumes research university interests as central to the

organization. It does not overtly present itself as speaking for only one sector

of the organization, but its discourse ties it to a particular audience, the sites

of tenure competition and the traditional hierarchy. J

II, Power and Representation

This model of the unitary WPA located in the research university

persists in the earliest works in Bruffee's third category, which consists of
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the WPA as a potential agent of change. Bullock's article does examine the

WPA position self-consciously, positioning it for critical evaluation, though

in the limited relation of the politics of rank in literature departments and

the academy as a whole. The agenda in this model is to acquire exchange

value for the position within the system of academic status economics.

Perhaps because arguments in this category tend to be polemical, like

Hairston's, and so based in a binary value system, and because they are

frequently cited as "seminal" pieces, they have helped create what later

scholars have critiqued as a (masculine) gendered WPA position. More

emphatically than Bullock, authors Gary Olson and Joseph Moxley in their

CCC article, "Directing Freshman Composition: The Limits of Authority,"

define the WPA in relation to institutional power and authority-to the issue

of rank within a hierarchical system. They see as problematic the conditions

of appointment that constrain the WPNs authority, a primary limitation they

cite being the lack of tenure for most WPAs of the era. In this sense, their

argument is an argument about status and authority, an issue of academic

social class, of one's rank in the hierarchy and the power that attends it (or

fails to); and about authority, the degree to which one can wield influence

in decisions on departmental and institutional practices and policies. In

their model, position is inextricably linked to power defined through a

hierarchical matrix of rank and authority-what I'll only somewhat

facetiously call the "power tools" approach to WPA identity. The power

tools school constructs the WPA as an entity that must muscle its way into

the established class system of academia. In this, it supports and perpetuates

traditional notions of academic class divisions: the categories of tenured and

nontenured, of assistant, associate, full; but also division defined by access

or lack of it, an agentic policy-making role or a passive subject position-in

short, all the ways in which privilege and authority pertaining to rank are

typically played out. But in this expansion of the WPA context the article

clearly stands apart from "contextual how-to" pieces, taking as it does a

social context for its argument and seeing the position as a part of a class

dynamic. The attention has shifted away from tasks and paradigms; the

position itself is understood as a nexus of power relations, and the challenge

is to empower the individual so located.
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This masculine-conservative identity that posits a unitary WPA

seeking entry into the traditional academic system continues as one way of

being for the WPA. It is central to Ed White's "Use It or Lose It: Power and

the WPA," which employs warfare metaphors to urge WPAs, by any means

necessary, one might say, to seize power, and hence authority and privilege,

via commando-like responses to challenges or threats to the WPNs position

or program, and Lynn Bloom's satirical "I Want a Writing Director" (a take

off of Judy Syfert'S "I Want a Wife"), a piece that depicts the WPA as an

exploited director-wife, thus equating powerlessness and the feminine, and

thus supporting the masculine power tools model. The current

professionalization movement in composition/rhetoric is at least in part a

product of this model, if we consider its relation to the professional

organizations' policy statements, from the CCCC Statement of Principles

and Standards to the WPNs Portland Resolution, documents which, in

whole or in part, were intended to be used precisely as power tools in

negotiating a more definitively entrenched place in the hierarchy for the

individual WPA. In this sense, the documents are conservative in nature:

they conserve a representation of the (unitary) position defined in relation to

the traditional English Department, and maintain the opposition so

constructed. In Christine Hult's 1995 article, "Politics Redux: The

Organization and Administration of Writing Programs," we again see a

representation of a WPA as an authoritarian figure who is the emblem of

professional knowledge, for whom writing instructors labor and whose

knowledge they reflect, and whose success is measured first by his or her

ability to control the writing program and deliver a product to the English

Department and university, and second by his or her ascension into "higher"

administrative positions-chair, dean, and so on, an idealization of the

position as part of the traditional academic hierarchy. In this hierarchy, the

representation of the WPA tends to be monolithic; such works treat the

position relationally, but the set of relations remains constrained by its

location in the academic status system, the research university.

III. The Post-Unitary WPA
A means for considering the position from a larger critical perspective
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had earlier been provided by Susan Miller's trenchant 1991 book, Textual

Carnivals: The Politics of Composition. Miller Jays out in strong, powerfully

argued form the layers of co-optation that inhere in the field and its

organization, including WPA identity-formation. She incisively discusses the

split between self-identity and program identity-a split that reflects the

traditional-conservative agenda-and argues that this agreement to be an

isolated outsider seeking admission to the system serves the dominant

hegemony's interest, continuing the dissociation of high and low classes

through the intermediary WPA position. Rejecting the traditional WPA

model as the monolithic co-dependent of literary studies, her critique offers

a post-unitary WPA model.

Also in 1991, a second example of critical self-consciousness

appeared in joseph janangelo's WPA article, "Somewhere Between

Disparity and Despair: WPAs, Image Problems, and the MLA Job

Information List." The first line of the article cites the irony of the WPA

position, a mode of being defined by self-consciousness. Janangefo

challenges his readers to confront the disparity between our self-image as a

professionalized group and our private willingness to cooperate with the

distorted perceptions of us perpetuated by the MLA Job Information List.

While greatly different from Miller's direct critique, Janangelo's article

identifies the self-created and self-perpetuating nature of the traditional

WPA position and indirectly identifies the professional organization as itself

implicated in sustaining a problematic representation of the position. In the

years following these two works, and in reaction against articles of a

traditional-conservative bent, an increasing number of articles have

appeared which might be characterized as reformist, in that they attempt to

alter WPA ways of being that promote division and hierarchy by

reformulating WPA identity.

Many such works have come out of a feminist theoretical orientation

beginning with Marcia Dickson's piece "Directing Without Power" an~

Rebecca Moore Howard's "Power Revisited; or, How We Became a

Department," both in 1993, through Hildy Miller's 1996 article

"Postmasculinist Directions in Writing Program Administration," which

again suggests a feminist/collaborative redefinition of power and
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leadership-of WPA identity-along the lines of cooperation and flexibility.

These authors seek new organizational patterns, new means of socially

embedding discussion and decision-making about writing programs. In

1994, in "Decentering the WPA," I argued for an alternative definition of the

WPA as a collective entity or representative position within a system of

collaborative administration; in 1995, Barbara Cambridge and Ben

McClelland's article "From Icon to Partner," appeared, seeking, as the title

suggests, to redefine the WPA position, in their words, "changing the basic

architecture of leadership and the responsibilities of the WPN' (155)-both

efforts at reconceiving and relocating the position.

The above-cited texts take a reformulation of the position and its

location as their focus. In the earlier works, such as Dickson's, critique of

the position is implicit, for the most part. The level of self-consciousness is

obviously strong, since the position is subjected to a critical evaluation, but

the purpose is to reform and relocate it, to examine the set of relations in

which it might operate-a conception of a multiple, relational WPA.

Dickson identifies a WPA model that features no absolute claim or

prescriptions for the office or its goals, dismantling Olson and Moxley's

assumption that control is the key indicator of WPA power. Resisting their

rigid, prescriptive, conflict-focused model, she calls for a more fluid notion

of WPAs and of writing programs; she argues for local conditions as the

guideline to program structure, with the issue of control decentered,

replaced by collaborative enactments of WPA work. Dickson argues that

"the only way to direct a program is to let the individual program shape itself

according to the beliefs of the people who make it up and existing power

structures of the institution in which it is located" (147), to "let the program

grow through the concerted efforts of the members of the community."

Articles that rework the problems identified by the power-tools school treat

issues of power and authority as conflicts to be undone by decentering the

position of the WPA, allowing an escape from the managerial slot and

avoidance of the function that Susan Miller critiques as the WPA's

institutional position-the mediation of the high and the low. Reformist

approaches forefront the work of the field, not the WPA, and so avoid

divisive hierarchical categories, without reducing this work to a set of
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administrative tasks or narrowing it to the activities of the research scholar.

Working within the institution's set structures leads to power-sharing, a

process clearly described by Howard as well. WPA-work replaces the

unitary figure and a binarized location in a literature-composition or other

status system.

Although the traditional-conservative model remains current, WPA

work conceived as multiple and multiply situated is increasingly apparent

as a competing alternative formation. In Bloom, Daiker, and White's 1996

book Composition in the Twenty-First Century: Crisis and Change, many of

the essays critique the ways of being which the traditional WPA

representation encodes and call for a different sense of the position. John

Trimbur, in "Writing Instruction and the Politics of Professionalization",

resists that aspect of the WPA representation that partakes of the traditional,

citing the oppressive role the WPA is then cast into: "WPAs, precisely

because of their professional knowledges, are invariably implicated in acts

of surveillance that constitute both staff and students as 'docile bodies'...

The WPNs professional identity... is inseparable from the micropolitics of

discipline--differentiating, measuring, hierarchizing its subjects" (142-143).

In "The long Revolution in Composition," Ann Gere argues that "our

thinking about WPAs remains remarkably static," and she urges us to

"reconceptualize WPAs in terms of multiple subject positions," for "WPAs

obstruct the long revolution when they identify with the existing order by

accepting a position in the hierarchy" (127). Her desire to see the position

as multiple, as itself a site of research, adding a "reflective quality" to

administration, is an idea whose heritage we can trace back to Bruffee.

A recent example of this reflective quality which calls attention to

shifting identities and self-conscious position(ing) can be seen in an article by

Wendy Bishop and Gay lynn Crossley, ultimately published in WPA in 1996

as "How to Tell a Story of Stopping: The Complexities of Narrating a WPNs

Experience." The road to publication was a rough one for this article. In its

original form, it was a long, personally detailed narrative of a WPNs

experience. The first round of WPA editorial board reviewers were split in

their opinions on its appropriateness. The editor sent it to all the board

members for discussion at its pending meeting at CCCe, and again opinion
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was split, with those having negative reactions seeing it as a "victim's

narrative" and others reading it as a narrative that revealed the political forces

that affect us professionally and personally, giving the lie to any division of

the personal and professional and highlighting issues of gender, rank, and

power. Readers of the much-edited published version can infer these

editorial responses from comments the authors make in the article's self

consciously abrupt ending. The article challenges the WPA and the WPA

organization in ways that are unfamiliar. It transgresses boundaries and

conventions; it speaks hysterically, in Helene Cixous' sense of the term. It is

self-conscious to a degree not before seen in our professional literature. like

Bullock's earlier article on the scholarly work of the WPA, the Bishop and

Crossley piece made people uncomfortable. Bullock's article evoked a

hostile response from at least one WPA reviewer, and he, too, chose to

include the reaction in his revised ending to the piece, in his case by quoting

the reviewer: "WPAs are paid very good money for [their1 'expertise.' To

exact it as 'scholarship' is about as logical as paying scholars administrators'

salaries because they publish articles and books" (17). By including this

instance of resistance to his then-new representation of the WPA, he tagged

his conception of the position as a radical departure from the then-prevailing

notion of the WPA as office staff. Bishop and Crossley's piece does the same

for a more recent example of resistance to a turn of WPA identity.

In addition to feminist versions of the post-unitary WPA model, which

treat identity and location in ways beyond the unitary-binary, the

"collaborationist" stance of the power tools model in relation to academic

and social class elicited critical response from more leftist, more

theoretically radical voices in the profession. These consist of post-Marxist,

poststructural notions of destabilization and revolution in the elitist system

of either the discipline or higher education overall. This stance has been

termed the "New Abolitionism," though the "death wish" school is a

perhaps compatible metaphor. In this strand, identity gives way to location

as the focus of concern; the position itself is ultimately to be dissolved, since

it is the site of class division and exclusion. The dis-location of the WPA is

intended to disrupt the established order, destroying one foundation of

academic inequality.
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One argument that reflects this school is Clyde Moneyhun's article,

"All Dressed Up and OTM: One ABO's View of the Profession," a scathing

challenge to the credentialing function represented by the increasing

numbers of composition/rhetoric PhD programs. He attacks the "managerial

class of the composition industry" (406) whose "primary institutional

function is to husband the resources of comp programs and to give

vocational training to future rhet/comp managers" (407). Raging against the

class divisions exacerbated by the professionalization of the field, he calls

for the creation of "a whole new job description"; he writes, "I hope that I

can work toward my own obsolescence and find a new way to be useful to

the community that created me"; he seeks its "radical transformation" (411).

Through critical self-consciousness, Moneyhun's WPA deconstructs itself.

This WPA death wish also emerges in Sharon Crowley's provocative

discussions of the universal requirement. She calls on us to separate

ourselves from the term "composition," in effect, to relocate ourselves and

our work. Crowley speaks at the level of the field, infrequently touching on

the WPA position, but when she does so she uses the term "composition

directors" (231), clearly allying the traditional conception of the position

with oppressive structures. Crowley's critique is consistent with

Moneyhun's analysis of the academic superstructure of exclusiveness and

self-serving hierarchical practices. Each seeks to transform the power

relations of the academy, each invokes a death wish for business as usual,
an abandonment of the position currently occupied, and each locates this

deconstructive effort in the dissolution of the traditional-conservative WPA

model. Together they offer real innovations in the historical process of WPA

identity-formation, expanding the possibilities for post-unitary models. Their

articles have helped make what is a literally integral issue for the WPA

consideration of an end to traditional writing programs-a topic that exists

in terms transcending the WPA community, for they did not appear in WPA

but in Rhetoric Review (Moneyhun) and JAC (Crowley).

Moving from a monolithic position to a multipositioned agency,

divided, multiple, positional as opposed to a position, deconstructed, we

might say, our self-representation has been a process of unraveling the

assumptions implicit in and attendant to the unitary-figure model. This is not
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a positivist history, however; the trend toward the theoretical unthinking of

the WPA position cannot be seen through a mythic frame of "progress."

Already the scholarly discussion includes accounts of post-unitary, dis

located WPAs who note the problems and ambiguities that accompany the

shift in models (see Gradin; Harrington et al.). What promise exists lies in

the expanded self-questioning made possible by the evolution/devolution of

WPA identity. Just as examination of identity master-narratives in WPA

scholarship helps to suggest the insufficiency of the unitary model, a study

of WPA community and membership opens up self-critical questions about

contending locations.

IV. "rhe Problem of Agency
The conversations that over time have led to a complex understanding

of the WPA position have been almost entirely local conversations, taking

place in the WPA journal, at WPA conferences, in WPA-related edited

collections. In other words, they have been located in a rarefied context and

so have been limited primarily to the rhetorical parlor of WPA authors, and

thus larger notions of community and membership, both symbolic and

literal, have not often had key roles to play in establishing WPA identity and

location. But changing conceptions of the position open up a broadened

sense of community and the possibility of new ways of engaging with the

larger field. Through such effects, the multiple WPA model may lead to

creative alliances, shared interests, and topics of common concern, all of

which may help break down what seems a current condition of WPA

insularity and restricted agency.
In any field, the existence of a field-dedicated journal can lead to an

evolving identification with an exclusive specialization-to, in short,

professional exclusivity. By its very nature, our professional outlet, the WPA

journal, helps define our field in a way that has established certain kinds of

exclusive knowledge and practices. Such exclusivity can lead to self

containing professional insularity, in that the existence of the journal

prevents the dissemination and recognition of writing program theory in the

larger professional-journal venues. "Measuring" this kind of professional

insularity is a challenge, since what "counts" as WPA-work is difficult to
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delimit and open to debate. If we use the journal's own "Author's Guide,"

which includes the caution that its list of appropriate topics is "meant to be

suggestive, not exhaustive," WPA-work includes "the organization,

administration, practices, and aims of college and university writing

programs," specifically, the "education and support of writing teachers, the

intellectual and administrative work of WPAs, the situation of writing

programs...the programmatic implications of current theories, technologies,

and research; relationships between WPAs and other administrators,

between writing and other academic programs, and among high school,

two-year, and four-year college writing programs; placement; assessment;

and the professional status of WPAs."

Even with this expansive definition of WPA-work, it is difficult to find

much evidence of cross-talk in the major rhetoric-composition journals. In

the past ten years, College Composition and Communication has published

only eight articles that have a WPA-related focus: two articles on the WPNs

professional situation; two on writing centers; two on WAC-related topics;

and two on assessment. While clearly reflecting major strands ofWPA work,

the articles do not in most cases invoke the writing program as their context.

The two articles on the professional status of the WPA-Olson and Moxley's

"Limits of Authority," in 1989, and Lynn Bloom's two-page satire, "I Want a

Writing Director," in 1992-are the only pieces that specifically address the

topic of program administration/administrators. Wyche-Smith and Rose's

1990 "One Hundred Ways to Make the Wyoming Resolution a Reality,"

which appeared in the Staffroom Interchange section, addresses the

potential role of WPAs and Writing Center administrators in enacting the

Resolution's goals, thus acknowledging the existence and potential agency

of the position/location.

Citations are typically used in faculty evaluations to measure a

mixture of quality and influence; using this admittedly questionable

measurement device, we again see evidence of limited WPA participation

in communities beyond the WPA. Among the CCC pieces, the two writing

center articles, one of the WAC pieces, and the two assessment pieces cite

one WPA article each. The Olson and Moxley article, the piece 1 consider to

be most clearly WPA-related, cites four WPA articles. Seven of these nine
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citations refer to WPA articles ten or more years old. Another WPA citation

appears in an article on collaboration (also referring to a more-than-ten

year-old piece), and Writing Program Administration is included in a 1988

annotated list of journals in rhetoric-composition. The rate of WPA-related

topics in College English over the last decade is much the same. Of ten

articles on (arguably) WPA-work topics, none deal with WPA professional

status, one with writing centers, four with WAC, and one with assessment.

Of these, the writing-center article cites no WPA articles; two of the four

WAC pieces cite WPA articles, for a total of three cites, two of them post

1990; and the one assessment article cites the author's co-written 1986 WPA

article. An article on plagiarism not specifically related to WPA-work cites a

1992 WPA piece on the topic. In College English, WPA articles were cited

five times in ten years.

As a reader of the WPA journal, an author whose work has appeared

in it, and a member of the editorial board, I know that the reason for the low

rate of citation is not the quality of the work published in the journal.

Insularity, a limited location, seems to me the more likely explanation.

Discussion about WAC, writing centers, and assessment takes place, if still

infrequently, in the two most widely disseminated professional journals, but

such topics as the freshman curriculum, writing requirements,

multiculturalism, professional politics, standards, and so on take place with

almost no mention of the writing program, the very structure that, in most

English Departments, in most schools, is the institutional location of struggle

over and implementation of policies related to these topics, and the site at

which policies related to these topics most critically affect students. The self

conscious WPA position, in unitary or post-unitary form, is rarely recognized

as a perspective relevant to others in the rhetoric-composition community.

This calls into question the existence of anything like WPA agency:

how can we do what the Intellectual Work document calls for, which is to

"advance and enact disciplinary knowledge within the field of rhetoric and

composition"? Enacting is clear; we do that in our program design, papers,

and articles; but advancing-that suggests some reciprocity, and what the

means is of this reciprocal relationship to the larger field seems elusive. We

have a kind of "shadow" relationship to the field, in that as enactors of it we
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incorporate its knowledge, but how is our knowledge-is our knowledge

redirected into the research activities of composition/rhetoric scholars?

(Where) do we see discussion of such topics as program design in relation

to critical pedagogy, for example? TA training and post-process theory?

Writing programs and race? And if the mainstream rhetoric-composition

journals rarely publish WPA-related articles, if they redirect submissions to

the WPA journal and if we ourselves write directly for the journal, then the

result is that we have little means of influencing the larger field, little power

to create the interstices that would allow our knowledge to influence that of

the rest of the rhetoric-composition community. As WPAs in the WPA

publishing in the WPA journal, we are frequently-sometimes, it seems,

exclusively-left talking to ourselves.

Anne Ruggles Gere has called the WPA position "overdetermined." To

such external control we have added a degree of self-created

marginalization within our professional organization and rhetorical

communities: in forming ourselves into an organization, in sponsoring a

journal, we withdraw from other locations and identities. My goal, however,

in calling (WPA) attention to our own insularity is not then to suggest

specific courses of action to expand location and agency (though making

inroads into other journals' conversations is one obvious ambition we might

adopt). Instead, considering the path we have followed to arrive at the post

unitary WPA, we seem in a position to adopt the kind of negative capability

Joseph Janangelo calls for:

It is in validating the ambiguity and tentativeness of... self

definition that I see a potential strength in writing programs'

difference from the academy. I see a potential strength in being

"in limbo" and in flux .. .That state of limbo-of being in flux

and undefined-frees us from certain restrictions such as

narrowly defined hiring criteria and scholarly specialization...

[I}t is beneficial for writing programs to enact the process ofself

definition as differance in its primary sense- to delay it in

time-rather than to rush toward a premature and potentially

limiting definition of self. (74-15)

As individuals and as a professional organization, a post-unitary WPA
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identity and location let us recognize "multiplicit[iesJ of positions and

allegiances" (143), as feminist theorist Caren Kaplan terms it, and, as bell

hooks puts it, let us find the "value of marginal space[s]." This is a post

unitary agenda that can be carried out through our own multiple locations,

and which can allow for conversations across our different locations, and

which might enable us to speak our WPA-knowledge to others in venues

beyond the WPA, and to learn more about WPA-ness in contexts beyond the

research university. The hybridization of our location offers the means to

break out of insularity and into a non-hierarchical, dynamic professional

space, one that can accommodate the diverse identifications evident in our

membership base and our multiple locations, as scholars and teachers

engaged in, and by, WPA-work.

Notes
1. In the Fall 1997 issue of WPA, for instance, Hartzog's book is cited twice,

Connolly and Vilardi's and Witte and Faigley's once each, suggesting that
their work continues to be seen as authoritative.

2. J used Peterson's Guide to Four-Year Colleges (Princeton: Peterson's
Guides, 1998) as the source of institutional and admission data and U.S.
totals. The information available through the Chronicle of Higher

Education reflects data and totals only through 1994; Peterson's Guide
provided the most recent available data.

3. This phenomenon has not gone unnoticed or unchallenged: Janangelo
and Hansen's 1995 Resituating Writing includes an article entitled "Two
Year Colleges: Explaining and Claiming Our Majority," in which the
authors, Elizabeth Nist and Helon Raines, state, "We [two-year college
composition specialists) believe our work should be central to research
and scholarship in composition studies and in writing program
administration... Being unnamed WPAs should not be viewed by us or by
our university colleagues as being uninformed and inexperienced in WPA
work" (59). They list eight steps the organization could take to increase
inclusiveness and interinstitutional collaboration; their points, officially
unaddressed, to my knowledge, show the continuing struggle over WPA
identity and location, in scholarship, membership, and community.
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rr;,ree days ago Theresa Enos

introduced me as "the father of WPA." I

appreciate the honor she does me. I feel

bound to say, though, that the

organization's parentage was somewhat

more complex than the title implies.

Many people made important

contributions to getting us organized

twenty-two years ago. Harvey Wiener

was actually WPA's originating and

driving force. I feel sure that the

association will honor Harvey in the near

future as it has so kindly honored me.

Being in any case a "father ofWPN'

makes me the parent of a grown child of

twenty-two, and you have asked me to

address you in that capacity. What does

one tell a child of twenty-two? I have

three more children at home. One of

them is seventeen. I have yet to discover

anything I have to tell him that he doesn't

already know.

But twenty-two? It occurs to me

that in Hamlet Laertes is about twenty

two. He bugs his dad, Polonius, to give

him the keys to the family stable so he

can canter back to school in Paris. Worn

down, Polanius relents. He sends Laertes

off with famous advice which I quote in

degendered form: "To thine own self be

true/And it must follow as the night the

dayrrhou canst not then be false to

anyone." That pretty much sums up what

rThoughts
Of a 'fly on

the Wall

Kenneth Bruffee

At WPA's invitationj Ken
Bruffee spent four days at the

1998 WPA Summer Conference
in Tucson, Arizona. He made

these closing remarks.
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I have to say to WPA as a result of having been a fly on the wall at this

convention. Please take my remarks as personal views. WPA is your club. I

am tremendously impressed with what you are doing with it.

, am tremendously impressed also with the crackling conversation I

have heard here. It reminded me how intelligent, insightful, vital, and witty

the talk among WPAs can be when we get together. And how quickly that

talk zeroes in on the important issues. Much of it this week was about the

most serious issue we currently face nationally and on our home campuses,

the exploitation of faculty. It is a problem that is not going to go away in a

hurry, and no one here would claim to have a solution for it. I certainly

don't. But everyone, myself included, goes home from this conference with

a more detailed, sophisticated understanding of the issue, and of many other

issues as well. That's what conferences are for.

It is inevitable that you should be talking about what you see as

wrong. But my topic, encouraging WPA to be true to itself, makes me want

to remind you for a moment of some things that are right. One thing that's

right is the level of your discussion of crucial issues. No dodging. No

waffling. No grandstanding. Lots of concerned thought.

Another is the condition of writing programs in North American

colleges and universities, for which you, individually and as a group, are

primarily responsible. Two decades ago no organized understanding of what

a writing program should do existed. Few institutions had a clear, well

defined sense of the contribution that writing makes to college and

university education. Today, although programs vary widely in size,

organization, and focus, most colleges and universities can boast a clearly

defined understanding of the importance of writing and a program that

promotes it.

Still another thinking that's right is your grasp of the complexity of the

jobs you hold. You are aware that no other job in academia offers greater

possibilities for personal and professional growth than writing program

administration. Elaine Maimon says that everything she needs to know in

order to be a good provost she learned as a WPA. Having known Elaine

throughout her illustrious career, I know that she does not make that

statement lightly.
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She means of course that she learned as a WPA the skills she needs

to do her job as a Provost at Arizona State. But I would guess that she means

something else too. To be a WPA is to be-or aspire to be-an entirely

different kind of academic than most of us are used to. It is also to be-or

aspire to be-an entirely different kind of administrator than most of us are

used to. To be a WPA is to regard administration as a teaching job. At every

level we need more administrators who understand their jobs as teaching

jobs, whatever else those jobs entail.

There is no other academic job except president, provost, or dean that

gives the person who holds it the opportunity to understand the whole

institution and to deal directly with every element in it. Compare your job

in this respect to the job of a department chair. A chair represents one

constituency-a discipline, a department. A chair's job is to herd cats and

to log-roll for a bigger piece of the pie. Your constituency as a WPA,

whatever the size of your piece of the pie, is the whole college. The qualities

you develop in order to do that job, in order to represent and address that

diverse constituency, are manifold. You have dealt yourselves a rare hand.

As I listened to you talk with one another this week, however, a few

issues did arise that cast WPA in a somewhat different light. They too may

be relevant to my topic: encouraging WPA to be true to itself. At one point

in drafting this address I was tempted to give it a title something like

"Professionalizing Ourselves? Whatever Happened to WPA as a Subversive

Organization?" I thought better of it, because the most challenging issues

raised at this convention are far broader, more significant, and more

interesting than any such title allows. But you may find of some interest the

following three points that I might have made under such a rubric.

(1) You are deeply concerned with your identity as WPAs. That is

natural and healthy. But as you pursue that issue, I would suggest that you

keep in mind that human beings form their identity on a matrix of metaphor.

Among the identity-related metaphors I have heard this week, most tend to

be dichotomous or dualistic: discipline/service, teaching/administration,

and, most frequently, labor/management. Some might argue that these

dichotomies must be read as categories of concrete instances, not

metaphors. But if so, it seems to me, they pose alternatives that are difficult
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to instantiate and, if instantiated, do not reveal much that's useful about the

current identity ofWPAs. Read as metaphors, however, the dichotomies are

vehicles bearing messages that reveal a lot about the current identity of

WPAs. What struck me as odd is that they seem in most cases to be

messages from an earlier age.

I suggest therefore that we give some thought to updating and

recontextualizing our self-defining metaphors by way of revising our

understanding of the professional identity of WPAs. Writing program

administration has internal contradictions, as most jobs do. But what

identifies it and makes it unique is its inherent focal unity, its centripetal

force. WPAing tends to replace the slash that separates alternatives with

hyphens that ally them.

This tendency is stronger today than ever. I have already suggested

that WPAs regard administration as a mode of teaching. As for trying to

balance the alternative discipline/service we are at least no longer alone.

Even graduate faculties have begun to discover, as they are at last forced to

cut back on the supply of PhDs in the face of decelerating demand, that they

too are a service industry purveying instructors to undergraduate colleges.

As for labor/management, every time you sit down as a laboring manager to

tackle the stack of tasks on your desk, you know you are the very self and

image of a managerial laborer.

(2) When I suggest that these dualities strike me as metaphors carrying

a message from an earlier age, the age I have in mind is not some dim

distant past. It's just yesterday, although it does seem dim and distant to

some of us and especially to our students. Some of you were in high school

when we turned that corner. Some of our children had not yet been born.

What corner? The cultural historians among us know that few

"centuries" begin and end punctually with double naughts. Culturally, "the

20th century" didn't begin in 1900. It began in 1917. And culturally, "the

20th century" came to an abrupt and inglorious end in 1989.

The Cold War-already a decade in the past-was a period of

entrenched metaphorical dualities. Gorbachev told us, "We are going to

take away your Enemy," capital E, and that's exactly what they did. As a

result, since the fall of the Berlin Wall American civil discourse, including
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the discourse of higher education and of academic disciplines, has been

undergoing a reacculturative process of recentering and redefinition.

No doubt, many Americans are scrambling desperately to replace our

old Enemy with a new one. But the de-dualizing direction we are headed,

gradual and halting as our progress may be, seems clear. In the concrete, we

feel it in the shift in the goal of the United States military missions from

armed conflict to peace keeping, in replacing Fifties mommy/daddy family

roles with gender peership, in dismantling police SWAT teams and their

replacement with an emphasis on community relations and collaboration,

in the successful employee ownership of the airline that flew me out here,

even in the shift from stand-alone desktop PCs to the Internet. In more

general terms, we feel it in a shift from disciplines to interdisciplines, from

parochial, local ways of thinking to the encompassingly global, from

referential thinking to relational thinking, from preoccupation with

"teaching the conflicts" to preoccupation with conflict resolution.

These changes affect every nook and cranny of our lives, personal and

professional. Many of the stresses that WPAs now experience are part of that

reacculturation. It affects profoundly how we interpret and evaluate many of

the issues that concern us.

Take for example the feeling that legislatures are pushing us around

about assessment. You feel it. I feel it. We want to say "Get off our backs!"

But in the Outcomes Assessment session yesterday, at least one school

region reported that, prompted by an outside force to confront a supremely

knotty issue, they made a startling discovery. They expected to be, as they

often had been in the past, at each other's throats, locked in an endless,

futile harangue. Turns out they agreed, quickly and painlessly, about what

teachers should be teaching in elementary level college writing courses.

One reason they could reach agreement so effortlessly, I suggest, is

that today, with the end of the Cold War almost a decade behind us, much

of the compulsion to disagree that in the past dominated our culture has

dissipated. Notice, I do not say that reasons to disagree have dissipated or

that we will never again go at each other hammer and tongs. When

necessary we disagree, and there is always plenty of room for disagreement.

But the Cold-War-bred knee-jerk impulse to draw a line in the sand seems
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for many of us somehow to have evaporated. And (in my opinion) good

riddance.

Another example of this change is what appears to be a growing

consensus in the profession and evidenced here this week about the kind of

writing college students most need to learn. Many writing teachers and

program administrators used to believe that "position writing"-taking a

position and explaining or defending it coherently-is necessarily a

contentious, argumentative, macho enterprise designed to decimate

opposition or put other people down. Some of us may still feel that way. But

today there is a tendency among us to regard position writing instead as an

intrinsically valuable shift from emphasis on self-involved expressive writing

to emphasis on reasoning publicly, whether the goal be civil discourse or

fulfilling the needs of private enterprise. In both instances, displaced

conversation aligns us with others, engages us collaboratively, and preserves

alternative ways of thinking.

(3) These shifts in the center of discourse in higher education raise

questions about professional identity for all academics, not just WPAs. They

leave many at this conference in particular wondering whether WPAs are

becoming professionally marginalized. In many instances WPAs are no

longer forced to choose to be one thing or another (disciplinarians or

servants, teachers or administrators, labor or management). WPAs most

places no longer expect themselves to be out there manning the barricades.

It's acceptable now to teach students how to decide what they think and

explain or defend it in writing. Some WPAs want to define themselves as

self-certified professionals as other self-certified professionals feel

compelled to do, but many others feel they have more important tasks to

tackle.

If concerns such as these are no longer compelling, aren't WPAs and

what concerns WPAs, writing, what many of our colleagues long ago

convinced themselves that WPAs and writing are, professionally marginal?

Aren't WPAs after all little more than back office schedule fillers and bean

counters?

It's a serious concern and I sympathize with it. But I invite you to

consider the difference between margins and boundaries. It is surely the
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case that centers define margins. For example, historians define genealogy

as marginal. The American Medical Association defines homeopathy and

chiropractic as marginal. High profile environmental organizations such as

the Sierra Club define garden clubs and urban mulchers as marginal.

But margins are not boundaries. Margins are lesser, dilute, or trivial

versions of what goes on at the center. In contrast, boundaries are where the

center becomes what it is not. So, although centers define margins,

boundaries define centers. What demarcates the discourse that happens to

be going on currently at the center of any knowledge community is

discourse that has one foot outside the community. Marginal discourse may

come and go without affecting the center. But when boundaries shift, the

center must shift or become marginalized itself.

This is what happened during the 80s and early 90s, for example,

when local movements against placing dumps and incinerators in working

class and minority neighborhoods refocused the discourse of major

environmental groups by drawing largely white, middle class Sierra Club

members into embarrassing confrontation with working class and minority

leaders. The old center, back-packing Sierra Club types, had to change its

policies or follow the Daughters of the American Revolution into musty

irrelevance. Similarly, public interest in herbal treatments and acupuncture

has drawn the old medical center, professional associations and the federal

government, into a discussion of alternative medicine and raised questions

about efficacy of medical technology. Even historians, buffeted by the winds

of feminist, poststructuralist, and postcolonial thought, have now begun to

acknowledge the validity and value of multiple understandings of the past.

College and university teachers in the disciplines have argued for

decades that teaching composition is a lesser, dilute, or trivial version of

disciplinary teaching-that is, teaching composition is disciplinarily

marginal. But that argument has become increasingly costly to support. It is

costly to academic departments because writing is often the budgetary tail

that wags the disciplinary dog. It is costly to the disciplines because to

condescend to writing risks intellectual deterioration: bad writers make bad

thinkers. And it is costly to colleges and universities that slight writing

because they tend to turn out unemployable graduates.
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As you and I well know, defining writing as marginal, and therefore

defining writing program administration as marginal, is so very costly

because it misconstrues the role of writing in disciplinary research and

teaching. Every member of an academic discipline must be a writer; good

disciplinarians are good writers. The advent of computers increases this

requirement because, as every study of computer use demonstrates, we use

them far more for exchanging, interpreting, and evaluating information than

for processing it.

As you and I also know well, writing forces members of every

academic discipline to place one foot outside whatever center they occupy.

We writing types call it "writing to your audience." Like teaching, writing is

inherently a boundary-negotiating enterprise. Writing is therefore a classic

instance of centers being defined by what they are not.

Similarly, because WPAs always have at least one foot outside

whichever community they are addressing, writing program administration

is inherently a boundary negotiating job. WPAing is a job where divisions

are marked not by slashes but by hyphens. I suggest that you reconsider your

identity as writing program administrators and the identity of this fine

organization on the matrix of these metaphors, the boundary and the

hyphen.

The boundary and the hyphen are where I believe the focal unity of

writing program administration lies and what make it educationally and

institutionally unique. However many schedules you may fill out, however

many beans you may count, you can never-as a WPA-be professionally

marginal. WPAs cannot help but work at the boundaries, drawing the many

academic centers toward them.

That observation brings me back to the title I did not give this talk: Is

the most important organizational issue at this moment in the development

of this association how to professionalize WPAs in order to resist becoming

marginal? I hope not. Is the most important organizational issue to find ways

for WPAs to continue to be agents of positive, progressive change in the

institutions they serve? I dearly hope it is.

WPA began twenty-two years ago as a subversive organization in this

very benign and progressive sense, and I'd like to see it remain one. In
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accord with that wish, let me leave you with five very personal thoughts.

First, keep in mind as you confront the multitude of everyday

problems you face in your home institutions that you may be one of the

most intelligent people on campus. Intelligence, someone once said, is best

measured by the ability to think about many things at one time-by the

number of balls you can keep in the air. You probably keep more balls in the

air than the shop steward. You may even be able to keep more up there than

the dean can, or the provost, or the president. Unless of course they started

out as WPAs, in which case you're in real trouble.

Second, since boundaries are where the action is, enjoy them.

Third, when you are tempted to "theorize" WPAing, keep in mind that

theorizing any boundary practice is different from theorizing a disciplinary

art or craft such as literary studies, sociology, medicine, or law. A lesson

taught by deconstruction, maybe the only lesson that deconstruction taught

worth remembering, is that "theory" is just another way of saying something.

Theorizing a disciplinary art or craft says something about it in a way that

may be worth considering. To theorize a boundary practice like WPAing is

not likely to say much about it worth considering. Theorizing a boundary

practice like WPAing is more likely to cauterize that practice, codify it, and

conceptualize it-in short, bureaucratize it.

Fourth, respect rhetoric and literature, but resist their undertow in

what is really a profoundly pragmatic occupation. WPAing is as WPAing

does.

Fifth, take care of yourself. Keep asking yourself, Where do I want to

be and what do I want to be doing five years from now? There are all sorts

of legitimate answers to that question. Your answers are bound to change

from time to time. All that matters is that you keep asking yourself the

question.

That about wraps up what I have to say to WPA on the occasion of its

becoming twenty-two. Polonius puts it well: To thine own self be true.

Come to think of it, though, Polonius is a pompous old windbag. You

know what happens to him. He's excessed. When the king asks Hamlet

Where's Polonius? Hamlet says he's at dinner down the back stairs, where a

certain collocation of politic worms is eating at him.
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Sounds to me like an appropriate end for a garrulous, querulous,

superannuated writing program administrator like me. Thanks for inviting

me here. I've had a wonderful time.

Note
Ken Bruffee thanks Dennis lynch for suggesting much needed, much
valued revisions in this text, which was drafted first in a refrigerated
Tucson hotel room one moon-drenched, hundred-and-one degree July
night, while out-of-doors sweet, succulent, sun-ripened grapefruit
plopped softly from manicured trees to manicured turf and the thirsty

desert earth.
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In the past decade, the professional

preparation of graduate students has

received increasing attention. In

institutions of varying sizes, missions, and

reputations, we are beginning to find

training programs for Teaching Assistants

(TAs) both campus-wide and within

departments (Lambert and Tice 5-6).

When compared to other disciplines at

the post-secondary level, faculty in the

humanities lead the way in the

professional development of their TAs.

According to a study by Nancy Chism,

TAs in departments of English receive

more teacher training, support, and

supervision than graduate students in any

of the other disciplines (319). In addition

to pre-semester workshops, "most

un iversities nationally require, or strongly

recommend, that new TAs take a

pedagogy seminar while they are

teaching their first course" (Lambert and

Tice 79). Here too, composition

specialists lead the way, for, as James

Slevin has noted, we understand that

"faculty development begins in graduate

school" (16). -rhis understanding has

manifested itself in a variety of studies,

ranging from Lunsford, Moglen, and

Slevin's (1989) The Future of Doctoral

Studies in English and Ed White's (1989)

Developing Successful College Writing

Programs, through Wendy Bishop's

cTfie :Nert
generation Of

W'PfAs:

a Study of
9raduate

Students in
Composition!

~fietoric
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(1990) Something Old, Something New, and Lambert and Tice's (1993)

Preparing Graduate Students to Teach, to Robert Scholes' (1998) The Rise

and Fall of English, all of which explore what is needed to better prepare

those students who will comprise the next generation of professors. '

But what exactly does "faculty development" mean for graduate

students in composition/rhetoric? Miller et al. propose that we provide

mentors, increase funding, and develop a course or position for a

"professional resource coordinator" who would offer workshops on topics

such as job market information, conference proposals, or post-degree career

options (403). In response to Miller et aI., Moneyhun points out that

graduate students also need to know how to plan budgets, write grants, and

develop curricula, all of which require political savvy (93). Both suggestions

are valid, for previous studies have found that when our

composition/rhetoric graduate students enter the job market, they can

expect to spend at least part of their careers as Writing Program

Administrators (Reagan). In this capacity, they will be expected to handle

any and all writing problems Uanangelo), and they will have to do so during

the 40% course release time they are allotted, even though the job

encompasses 60% of their workload (Barr-Ebest 55-57). Of course, they will

be required to teach, but to earn tenure and promotion, they will also have

to research and publish. Does "faculty development" incorporate all of

these elements into the composition/rhetoric graduate curriculum? If not,

what is the primary focus of graduate preparation in the discipline? What

courses are regularly taught, and how are they preparing our graduate

students for a career within the academy?

To answer these questions, I designed an eighty-question survey that

elicited responses about demographics; graduate student preparation in

teaching, research skills, and writing program administration; and

suggestions for pedagogical and programmatic change.2 Funded by a WPA

Research Grant, I mailed the questionnaire in the spring of 1996 to the 600

members of the Council of Writing Program Administrators. Within weeks, I

received 137 replies, a response rate of almost 23%. According to

statisticians, responses to mail surveys (as opposed to phone surveys) are

notoriously low; to receive a response rate of more than 40% to a mail survey
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is considered average, whereas anything above that is viewed as an anomaly.

When the response rate falls below 40%, other factors, such as demographic

representation, lend validity to the findings. Such was the case in this survey.

One-third of the respondents were male WPAs and two-thirds were female

WPAs, a figure representative of the current state of the profession in which

females represent the majority of WPAs (Johnson). Almost 42% of the

respondents were from four-year comprehensive (MA-granting) institutions

and 58.2% were from four-year doctoral-granting universities. Although

comprehensive universities outnumber research and doctoral-granting

institutions within the United States (United States 259), because the latter

produce the PhOs who in turn represent the majority of WPAs, their

preponderance in this study seems appropriate. Altogether, the respondents'

institutions represented every geographical area in the United States and

ranged in size from 2000 to over 20,000 FTE. Given these correlations, the

findings reported here seem representative of WPAs across the nation.

From these responses, it appears that graduate students in

compositionlrhetoric are being well-prepared to teach. However, preparation

for research and publication seems considerably less structured, while

training in the skills and duties required of a WPA is, in most institutions, a

matter of chance. In this essay, I will describe the education and training our

students are receiving in each of these three areas. This discussion will be

followed by an analysis of graduate education in composition/rhetoric; it will

close with a summary of the respondents' suggestions for change and my

own recommendations based on the results of this study.

Teaching
Whether graduate students are majoring or minoring in

compositionlrhetoric, or merely fulfilling the requirements of a teaching

assistantship, they are being prepared to teach. Of the nine areas listed on

the survey as means of preparation for teaching, four received response rates

of 50% or higher: 77.4% of the WPAs observe their TAs' teaching, 61.3%

provide students with a mentor, and 57.5% hold summer workshops.

Moreover, 33% prepare new TAs by having them take two semesters of

pedagogy courses, 35.8% tutor in the Writing Lab, and 47.2% observe
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the preparation time is similar to that given experienced faculty, while

51.5% feel that graduate students receive "much less time." Timing also may

be a factor in determining the types and amount oftrainingTAs receive prior

to teaching a new course. Slightly more than 28% of the respondents report

giving no training to TAs after they teach first-year composition. However,

the other two-thirds provide a variety of follow-up supervision: 29.1 % say

theirTAs work first with a mentor or faculty member, 37.2% offer in-service

or mini-courses specific to the subject, and 50% of the WPAs supervise their

TAs during the first semester of teaching a new course. This degree of

supervision suggests that composition/rhetoric graduate programs remain

accountable for preparing their students to teach the basic undergraduate

writing courses.

In addition to the practical experience available to all TAs, graduate

students in composition/rhetoric also learn about teaching through their

coursework. In 1996, 55.3% of the universities represented in this study

offered a major or specialization in composition/rhetoric, while 24.8%

offered a minor. Among those institutions offering neither a major nor a

minor, 35.6% reported requests for one. As Figure 1 illustrates, composition

majors and minors represent sizable percentages within their departments.

Doctoral students majoring in composition/rhetoric take an average

of sixteen to eighteen hours in the field, while minors take nine to twelve.
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others' classes. Among these means of preparation, more than half of the

respondents require that TAs have their teaching observed, take the summer

workshop and a first semester pedagogy course, and work with a mentor.

In this regard, it appears that the WPAs are leading the way. When no

training is required, only 37.5% of all graduate students choose to take it;

among doctoral students, only 6.4% do so. This decision is unfortunate,

considering that fewer than 5% of all TAs have prior teaching experience,

even though 55% of the time, they must begin teaching in their first semester

of graduate school. But again, WPAs and their colleagues in the English

department appear to recognize the need for an adequate period of training

and acclimation, for surprisingly, 34% of the respondents report that their

students do not begin to teach until their second year of graduate school.

When they do begin, almost 90% of new TAs teach first-year

composition. Approximately one-quarter work from a departmental syllabus

and almost three-quarters use texts selected by a departmental committee.

For the 59.2% allowed to design their own syllabi, almost all of them work

from models provided by their WPAs. Although first-year composition is the

course most often taught by TAs, after their first year, 59.6% are allowed to

teach second semester composition courses and 53.8% teach introductory

literature courses, while 44.2% may teach basic writing, 42.3% teach

advanced composition, 40.4% teach business and technical writing, and

25% have the opportunity to teach writing in computer classrooms. On the

average, 41.1 % of graduate students in English teach three to four different

courses during their graduate careers.

Who gets to teach these courses depends on both experience and

personal preference: more than 70% of the time, TAs are chosen on the

basis of their experience, their training, or their written requests. After

teaching first-year composition, more than half of the TAs design their own

syllabi; however, 97.2% of the syllabi are based on models chosen by the

departments, thus ensuring a degree of quality control. Half the time,

graduate students are given a summer to prepare; one-fourth of the time,

they are given a semester's notice. But in 25% of the cases, students have

only a semester break in which to prepare. The respondents' opinions were

divided as to the fairness of the amount of advance notice: 49.5% believe
'I
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Research
A glance at the list of courses in Figure 2 suggests the primary

emphasis of most composition/rhetoric curricula. Of the eighteen courses

listed, only three deal specifically with research methodology: composition

research, ethnography, and statistics. Granted, graduate students could also

be introduced to additional methodologies in rhetorical theory, history of

rhetoric, linguistics, or the history of composition, where they might be

expected to conduct textual or historical analyses for their seminar papers.

Nevertheless, 60.4% of the survey respondents believe that pedagogy is the

main focus of their graduate programs and 56% say theory, whereas 24.2%

claim writing and only 14.3% feel the emphasis is on research. In fact, only

53% of all graduate students in composition/rhetoric take one or two

research courses before beginning their dissertations, while almost a third

take no coursework at all.

Two courses in composition research might seem more than sufficient

for graduate students in composition/rhetoric. By comparison, the

methodology of literary research is learned in a single graduate course. Yet,

respondents are in close agreement. Fifty-two percent of the females and

fifty-eight percent of the male WPAs believe the primary strength of their

program lies in developing good teachers. At first glance, this seems to be

good news, a positive response to the calls for higher education to pay

closer attention to teaching. But good teaching is seldom sufficient for

tenure and promotion. At the doctoral level, 63% of the faculty believe

research is the "primary criterion for tenure and promotion, while only 26%

[believe] that teaching and research [are] equally weighted" (Barr-Ebest 58).

In comprehensive, or MA-granting institutions, the expectations for research

are not quite so high: 33% of the WPAs felt that teaching and research were

regarded similarly, whereas 58% thought teaching was considered more

important (58). Nevertheless, in both situations, the underlying belief is that

research continued to be the predominant criterion. As one respondent put

it, "On paper, they're equal, but in actuality-research gets you tenure and

promotion. There is a large difference between what is said ...and the

actuality" (58).

Avail~!'.ilily
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Types of courses

Composition ThPOry
Tpaching Collpgc Compmition
Rhetorical Theory
Hi,tory of Rhetoric
Linguistic,
Composition RpQ"lrch
History of the L,1I1guagp
History of Composition
Teaching Writing on the Computpr
E1hnography
GriinuT1Zlr
Reading-Writing T1wory
Politics of Compositioll
National Wriling I'rojPct
Intro to Writing I'ron'ss
Radical Pedagogy
R('ader Response Tlwory
St,ltlstics

Three-quarters of these courses are offered within the English

department, but graduate students specializing in composition/rhetoric may

also take coursework in Education, Psychology, or Anthropology. This

curriculum is most often designed by the composition/rhetoric faculty,

although the WPA and graduate committee also play significant roles. The

faculty primarily responsible for teaching these courses are either tenured or

tenure-track. Needless to say, the size of the faculty varies with the size of

the institution, department, and the writing program; however, only 19% of

the respondents indicated satisfaction with the level of staffing. This feeling

may help to explain why, despite a variety of teaching experience and

apparently broad curricula, the respondents did not rate their students'

preparation very highly: one-third said their graduates were "very well

prepared" and one-third believed their students were "fairly well prepared,"

but one-third rated them only "somewhat" or "not very well prepared."

When they evaluate their graduate curriculum, male and female
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At the MA level, majors take an average of twelve to fifteen hours; minors

take nine to twelve. As Figure 2 illustrates, the graduate composition/

rhetoric curriculum offers a variety of courses, with composition theory and

pedagogy the most prevalent.
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by the time students in literature arrive in graduate school, they have

practiced research throughout most of their undergraduate career as an

English major; in virtually every literature course in graduate school they

continue to practice and refine their methods.

In contrast, students in composition/rhetoric usually enter the field in

graduate school, and when they do, they are suddenly introduced to totally

alien methodologies. As Gesa Kirsch points out, research methodology in

composition/rhetoric is a hybrid, drawing from "literary studies, history,

education, linguistics, psychology, sociology, and anthropology" (247).

Such a broad range in turn has yielded what Kirsch terms "methodological

pluralism" (278). To illustrate this range, Kirsch cites Bereiter and

Scardamalia, who have classified six different levels, or methodological

approaches to research in composition. I quote the passage in its entirety to

illustrate this complexity:

Reflective inquiry (level 1) identifies writing problems and

phenomena through "informal observation, introspection, and

literature reviews." Level 2 leads to "empirical variable testing";

researchers test assumptions and relationships between various

factors involved in writing by using "surveys, correlation

analysis, and factorial analysis of variance." Level 3 focuses on

"text analysis"; researchers use "error analysis, story grammar

analysis, and thematic analysis" to study "what rules the writer

could be following." Level 4, "process description," tries to

account for "patterns or systems revealed in the writer's

thoughts while composing" and draws, among other methods,

on "thinking aloud protocols and clinical-experimental

interviews." Level 5 calls for "theory-embedded

experimentation"; researchers ask questions like "What is the

nature of the cognitive system responsible for observations?

Which process model is right?" They address these questions

by using "experimental procedures tailored to [their] questions."

Finally, Level 6 calls for "computer simulation and simulation by

intervention"; researchers ask, for example, "What range of
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natural variations can this model account for?" (Bereiter and

Scardamalia 4, qtd. in Kirsch 249).

It is highly unlikely that any of these research methods would have

been taught in undergraduate English courses. Furthermore, as Figure 3

shows, most graduate-level research courses in composition/rhetoric focus

primarily on qualitative methodology. Included under this rubric are

ethnography, case studies, and classroom/action research. Experimental

methodology is addressed in half of the courses, with statistics presumably

subsumed within that area. But in both Bereiter and Scardamalia's

description, as well as in the respondents' reports, there is no mention of

nonempirical research methodologies such as that taught through history of

rhetoric or history of composition.

Overall PhDs
----------------~
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Elhnogrdphy . . . . .. (,(.. 7 17.2
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Granted, 61.7% of the time, graduate students in composition/

rhetoric are encouraged to present papers at conferences. To a significantly

lesser degree, 48.4% of the respondents strongly suggest their students

Figure 4 - Types of Dissertations Writtcn by Composition/Rllctoric Stuc/ents
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publish those papers. Moreover, the experience of researching and writing

a dissertation in composition or rhetoric should help these students to

develop and fine-tune their knowledge of methodology. As Figure 4 shows,

graduate students are allowed to use a variety of styles and methodologies.

lacking the structured environment and supervision of research

courses, 97.4% of graduate students in composition/rhetoric rely on

informal conferences with faculty, presumably members of their thesis or

dissertation committees, and 53.6% have the option of working with a

mentor, whereas 43.3% rely on what they learned from their coursework.

Other sources for support include graduate colloquia, writing groups,

research and study groups. The survey respondents' evaluation of their

students' research skills suggest that additional training in research

methodology might be beneficial, for only 22% believe their graduates are

"very well prepared" to conduct research. Somewhat surprisingly, when

asked to rank the importance of research skills, the ability to conduct

research ranks higher than the necessity of developing students' writing

skills (37.4%) and knowledge about publishing (27.5%), yet only 12.5%

view writing as a primary strength of their programs.

Writing Program Administration
Anyone who has served as a WPA has experienced the defamation of

administrative skills and opposed the concomitant relegation of what is

practically a full-time job to merely "service." This mindset may help to

explain why, until recently, structured training and coursework in the duties

and responsibilities of writing program administration were not only

nonexistent, but also deemed unnecessary by half the survey's respondents.

Since this survey was conducted, however, those who recognize this

necessity have begun to offer coursework or seminars in administration. In

the past two years, courses in writing program administration have begun to

be offered at Iowa State, Kansas, Arizona, and other major institutions. In the

fall of 1998, Shirley Rose at Purdue offered the first seminar in a multi

course sequence for potential WPAs covering topics such as writing

assessment and evaluation, distance education/on-line learning, and

teaching English as a second language. Course readings and seminar
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discussions addressed ethical implications of defining the responsibilities of

writing program administrators; rhetorical strategies for documenting

writing program administration; and institutional politics of characterizing

writing program administration as "service," "teaching," and/or "research."

When coursework is lacking, WPA experience may be gained through

administrative assistantships. Over one-third of the WPAs report having TAs

serve as assistants whose primary responsibilities are to help conduct TA

training and counsel other TAs. In addition to serving as administrative

assistants, TAs also have the opportunity to be tutors, mentors, and research

assistants. In 74% of the cases, they work as tutors, 58.7% serve as research

assistants, and 56.7% will work as assistant WPAs. Receiving an

administrative position depends primarily on personal initiative and

professional foresight. Since these experiences are not usually a formal part

of graduate training, students are selected almost completely on the basis of

personally-initiated requests. In other words, if graduate students in

composition/rhetoric are unaware that a part of their career will probably

include writing program administration (and Miller et al.'s report suggests

this is the case), it is unlikely that they will receive any training at all.

Among the above positions, 74.3% of the respondents consider an

administrative assistantship the most essential to the training of future WPAs,

with mentoring and tutoring ranked second and third, respectively. The

majority also believe that the ability to negotiate with deans and department

chairs and to delegate authority are vital skills, followed by the ability to

allot time for research and writing. However, when asked which of these

skills should be taught, only the abilities to research and publish and to allot

time to accomplish them received more than 50% approval. On this

subject, male and female WPAs differ to some extent: 61 % of the females

agree that research and publication should be taught, as opposed to 53% of

the males; 60% of the women believe the ability to allot time for research

should be taught, as compared to only 50% of the males. WPAs of both

genders are almost equally divided when asked if they believe their

colleagues would recognize these needs and allow such a course to be

offered. Nevertheless, they acknowledge the need for improvement. When

asked to rate the preparation of their composition/rhetoric graduates to be
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skills and the other elements necessary to professional development. And

although recognizing a program's strong points is a good place to start, it

means nothing unless steps are taken to improve those areas of lesser

strength.

Toward this end, the respondents offered a number of

recommendations for change. To prepare their students for their classroom

duties, they suggested adding courses in composition theory and pedagogy,

history of composition and rhetoric, and rhetorical theory. However, given

the preponderance of these courses (illustrated in Figure 3), perhaps a more

practical recommendation would be to require that courses in composition

theory and pedagogy be taken prior to or concurrent with the graduate

students' first semester of teaching. As this study points out, presently, such

courses are required in only 56% of the graduate composition/rhetoric

programs. What it does not mention is that even these courses may not be

adequately preparing our students. According to Catherine Latterell, theory

courses are usually too far-removed from the practicalities of the classroom,

while pedagogy courses sometimes lack sufficient theoretical grounding to

enable novice teachers to understand the history and context of their

practice (19). Latterell suggests that the best preparation, and apparently that

which is most lacking, is a pedagogy course which contains a combination

of theoretical and pedagogical readings.

But even this combination may have problems if theory and pedagogy

are not put into practice. (I am reminded, for example, of a pedagogy course

attended by one of my former graduate students who found it ironic that her

professor lectured about the importance of student-centered classrooms.) To

teach these strategies to our graduate students, we need what Wendy Bishop

terms "participatory seminars." In other words, we need to enact a paradigm

shift within the graduate classroom: require response journals, assign

multiple papers and multiple drafts, engage the students in peer response

and collaborative learning, make the seminar student-centered, and

incorporate research projects.

In addition to changing the way we teach, we may need to offer more

courses. If we accept the advice of Miller et al. and Moneyhun regarding the

need for professional development within the composition/rhetoric

-
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As Figure 5 illustrates, there is a strong discrepancy between teaching
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Teaching Research Writing Administration

WPAs, the evaluations were rather low and demonstrated little agreement:

17.3% rated their students' preparation as excellent, 23.5% said very good,

16% said above average, 25.9% rated them average, and 18.5% believed

their students needed more work.

WPAs need a variety of training because deans and department chairs

are not only unaware of the variety within the field of composition, but also

ignorant of the fact "that each of these fields has its own scholars and

practitioners, its own body of philosophical and theoretical knowledge, its

own special interests and concerns, and its own associations, conferences,

and journals" Uanangelo 62). Yet, as the above findings indicate, fewer than

half of our composition/rhetoric graduate5-{)ur future WPAs-will have

any administrative experience at all. If we want future WPAs to avoid the

burdens of overwork, understaffing, and insufficient funding which so many

of us have experienced, we must ensure that our graduate students learn

those skills which will help them run a strong and efficient writing program.

Discussion
WPAs appear to be quite cognizant of their program's strengths and

weaknesses. When asked to evaluate their primary strengths, 88.6%

designated good teachers, while 29.5% voted for good researchers, 17% for

good writers, and only 10.2% for producing good future WPAs.

I I
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graduate curriculum, then we will need to expand it. Moneyhun's review of

the MLA's Job Information List found that new PhOs were expected to teach

a variety of undergraduate and graduate classes from areas

such as linguistics; discourse theory and analysis; literacy

studies and education; literary theory, criticism, and history;

cultural studies and theory; multicultural and gender studies;

film; creative writing; journalism and communications;

professional and technical writing; ESL; English education;

history of the English language; desk-top publishing and

computer-aided instruction. (92-93)

When we compare this list to the courses offered, for example, at

Purdue and Iowa State, only three of the above are included-professional

and technical writing, ESL, and computer-aided instruction-which suggests

that most programs are not adequately preparing their graduate students for

what lies ahead. Obviously, in this era of tight budgets and constricted

curricula, not every graduate program can expand to meet these needs.

However, as Miller et al. suggest, graduate students could be exposed to

relevant syllabi and teaching strategies if their departments developed

mentoring programs in which "[sltudents could observe their mentors as

teachers for a term, watching, discussing, and asking questions as those

teachers plan courses, prepare classroom activities, and actually teach"

(405). If such a mentorship were begun during the first year of the doctoral

program, perhaps as a one-credit course per semester, graduate students

might have the opportunity to observe ten to fourteen different courses

during the five to seven years it takes them to finish their degrees.

In addition to improving their students' teaching, the respondents also

recognize the importance of emphasizing research and writing skills. Some

of them advocate improving research skills and expanding students'

knowledge of research methodologies, while others recommend adding

graduate-level writing courses. But here too, we need to consider the

content of these courses. Latterell found that in TA practicums, evaluations

are based primarily on reflections in a teaching notebook; in teaching

methods courses, the most common type of writing appears to be
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assignments which mimic those done in first-year composition; and in

theory seminars, short response papers and "a single formal research paper"

are the bases for evaluation, with "a statement of teaching philosophy"

being the most often-assigned paper (17). If we want students to be prepared

for an academic career, they need extensive practice and instruction in

developing research projects and writing about the results.

Composition research is not only methodologically diverse, but also

quite alien to the experience of most graduate students. Accustomed to the

literary conventions of an objective voice, prescribed format, and text-based

methodologies, they find reflection, the use of subjective evaluation, and

the authority and exposure of the personal voice both awkward and

uncomfortable, while the freedom and necessity of determining form and

drawing conclusions based on their own findings scares them to death. In

The Practice of Theory, Ruth Ray traces similar problems with her own

graduate students during their initial attempts at qualitative research. Ray

attributes her students' discomfort to "a final-product orientation toward

research. They are the kinds of concerns harbored by students who have

been evaluated exclusively on the basis of final papers submitted under the

fiction that their research is 'complete'" (107).

This problem is exacerbated by a number of factors. A

composition/rhetoric major requires an average of sixteen to eighteen hours

at the doctoral level and twelve to fifteen hours for MA students, which

means that half of these graduate students' writing will be for literature

courses, where they will improve their already-familiar research skills while

neglecting those introduced in their Single seminar in composition research.

Worse, their experiences in literature seminars may perpetuate their belief

that research is merely "another opportunity for faculty to judge and critique

them, rather than a means of personal inquiry" (Ray 110). Ruth Ray found

that her doctoral students "had not yet considered the possibility that

scholarship can be done for oneself, first and foremost, and that scholars

can be internally motivated to seek relevant knowledge and personal

growth, which leads to keen insight and high-quality research, thereby

bringing recognition in the field" (110).

Does the present coursework offer sufficient research orientation, or
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do future WPAs need a different type of preparation? What types of research

are WPAs presently conducting? To answer that question, I surveyed issues

of the WPA Journal from 1995-97, categorizing the essays using Bereiter and

Scardamalia's terms when appropriate, and assigning terms such as "textual

analysis" for nonempirical studies. The 1995 FalltWinter issue contained

five articles: one textual analysis, one theory-embedded (empirical)

analysis, and three reflective inquiries. In 1996, the FalltWinter issue

included six articles: an analysis of computer applications, four reflective

inquiries, and one statistical study. The FalltWinter 1997 issue ran seven

articles, all of which could be classified as reflective inquiry. Although this

represents a very small sample, it does suggest the direction which research

by WPAs is taking. They are not looking at classrooms, teaching, writing

samples, or students per se, but at policy issues such as retrenchment,

program development, and educational trends. Moreover, in fourteen out of

eighteen studies, they are doing so using some type of reflective inquiry

which, according to Bereiter and Scardamalia, entails identifying "writing

problems and phenomena through 'informal observation, introspection, and

literature reviews'" (qtd. in Kirsch 249). Since most composition/rhetoric

majors will at one time or another direct a facet of a writing program, should

they be taking coursework which prepares them for such studies, should

their preparation be broader, is their present training sufficient-or are such

articles possible only after a considerable amount of administrative

experience?

In most cases, WPAs will spend only an average of 8.5 years as

administrators (Barr-Ebest 54), so it is very likely that they will be conducting

research in composition or rhetoric during the remainder of their careers

using perhaps a narrower focus or employing different methodologies. To

determine the focus of non-administrative research, I examined the

December issues of College Composition and Communication from 1995

97. In 1995, three out of four articles were reflective inquiries; the fourth

concerned rhetorical analysis. In 1996, three out of five were reflective

inquiries and the other two were rhetorical analyses. The pattern varied

somewhat in 1997, with two reflective inquiries, two textual analyses, and

one historical study. In sum, although the context for study was not directly
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related to writing program administration, eight out of fourteen of the

studies used a format which could be described as reflective inquiry. What

does this trend suggest? Are research courses unnecessary, do these essays

reflect a lack of training in research methodology, or does publication in this

genre evidence the authors' age and experience? I do not have the answer

to these questions. I raise them because I think we need to consider how

best to prepare our graduate students.

Although research and writing are of primary importance, these skills

may not reach fruition unless our future WPAs find a way to balance

teaching, research, and administration. To this end, survey respondents

recommend developing more administrative internships. Given the fact that

only 49.2% of the WPAs report having an assistant, and that only half of

these assistants are graduate students, it appears that there is both the need

and the opportunity for graduate students to gain valuable administrative

experience. When I was in graduate school at Indiana University, my

mentor, Marilyn Sternglass, arranged for me to receive one course release

time from my teaching assistantship to aid her in the administration of the

Basic Writing program. After a semester's experience, I served as interim

Director when she went on sabbatical. This experience was invaluable to

my understanding of writing program administration and a key element in

my marketability. It was also a means of cheap labor for the university. In

this era of dwindling resources and tight job market, developing these

internships benefits all involved.

Internships need to be supplemented with coursework in writing

program administration. Survey respondents suggested a wide-ranging

course which might teach budgeting, problem-solving, negotiation, and

assertiveness; computer-aided-instruction and writing-across-the

curriculum; integrating teaching, administration, and research; and dealing

with departmental and university politics. It is difficult to imagine a course

which could accomplish all of this within a single semester. Yet the models

offered by institutions such as Kansas, Purdue, and Iowa State can provide

useful gUidelines. These courses represent the ideal context in which to

integrate teaching and administration with research-a combination that

would lend credibility and academic integrity to a course which might not
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otherwise be deemed acceptable within the department. The key here is to

recognize the value and necessity of such coursework, and then to plan how

to integrate it within the graduate composition/rhetoric curriculum. If we

truly believe that writing program administration merits academic

respectability and entails intellectual rigor, it only makes sense to add it to

our graduate writing programs.

Expanding the emphasis on research, writing, and writing program

administration may also help to address our colleagues' attitudes about

composition/rhetoric. Among the repeated recommendations for change

was the need to increase departmental support and respect. If our

colleagues believe, as Latterell suggests, that composition seminars and

practica lack rigor because they require little writing and less research, they

will continue to regard our students and those of us who teach them as their

intellectual inferiors. Although the Council of Writing Program

Administrators has consistently promoted and showcased the intellectual

work of WPAs in its conferences and through its participation in panels at

AERA, ADE, and MLA, we need to practice what we preach within our own

classrooms. If we want our colleagues' respect and support, we must ensure

rigor, develop research and writing skills, and instill an attitude of

professional pride among our students. In so doing, we may help the next

generation of WPAs to avoid the marginalization we have all experienced.

What we need to remember is that the key to change-in our programs, in

our students, and in our colleagues-lies in what we do best. We are

specialists in composition and rhetoric. We have achieved this status not so

much because of what we were taught, but because of what we have

learned on the job. If we want the next generation of WPAs to avoid the

problems and prejudices we have encountered, we need to ensure that they

learn what we know before they graduate.

Notes
1. I would like to thank the Council of Writing Program Administrators and

the St. Louis Women's Program Council for their grants which underwrote
the costs of this project. Thanks also to Shirley Rose and to my colleagues
Carolyn Brown and jane Zeni for their information and feedback, to Rick
Rabe and janet Lauritsen for their statistical expertise, and to Ken Ebest for
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providing a congenial place to write. .'
2. The full survey is available from the author, who will supply It upon

request (Ed.).
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Conference Announcement
Call for Papers

'Professing ~fietoric

Rhetoric Society of America, 9th Biennial Conference
May 25-28, 2000

Hyatl Regency Washington

Sponsored by The University of Maryland
Local Site Coordinators: Jeanne Fahnestock and Robert Gaines
Program coordinator: Frederick Antczak, The University of Iowa

Keynote Speaker: James Arnt Aune, Texas A&M University

We seek papers and panels in the history, theory, criticism, and pedagogy
of rhetoric, especially those exploring intellectual ground common to composition
and communication. Particular areas of interest include: the recovery of women's,
African American, Latino, and native American rhetorics; rhetoric and the body,
rhetoric and perfornlance, and other revisions of the canons, stases, topoi, and
pisteis; contemporary theory and the rhetorical lexicon; rhetoric as figurality;
comparative and contrastive rhetorics: rhetoric and genre; rhetorics of science and
technology; rhetoric and reconceptions of the public sphere; rhetoric and public
memory; rhetorics of globalization and social change, including issues of race,
ethnicity, and nationalism; rhetoric's institutionalized place in the academy in
relation to the other humanities and to the interpretive social sciences; the place
of rhetoric in the formation of departments and the development of pedagogy in
the 19th and 20th centuries; and papers and panels that could take full advantage
of off-venue sites like the Folger and National Archives II.

The deadline for proposals papers and panels is September B, 1999. Mail
proposals to:

Fred Antczak
College of Liberal Arts, 120 Schaeffer Hall, University of Iowa

Iowa City IA 52242-1409
frederick-antczak@uiowa.edu

http://www.inform.umd.edu/EdRes/Colleges/ARHU/conferences/RSA

Proposals for papers should be no longer than 1 page and should include
presenter's name, presentation title, abstract, and contact information. Proposals
for panels should be no longer than 2 pages and should include panel title,
presenters' names, presentation titles, abstracts, and contact information.
Proposals for panels should also identify the person responsible for organizing the
panel.

The Hyatt Regency Washington is in the heart of the US Capital, within
walking distance of Union Station, which is the hub for Amtrak, light rail and
Metro; it is also near national museums, Library of Congress, the Folger Library and
Congress itself. Single occupancy $129, double $154. Conference Registration
fees: regular members $BO, student members $40.
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Conference Announcement
Call for Papers

Vision and ~evision:

a ~enaissance Within the Writing Center
Southeastern Writing Center Association

February 3-5, 2000
Savannah, Georgia

Making the transition from this century into the next affords us the
opportunity to both rediscover our roots and envision ourselves in the future. At
the heart of this transition is the spirit of the Renaissance, a spirit embodied in
Writing Centers across the country. The theme for the 2000 Conference, IIVision
and Revision: A Renaissance Within the Writing Center," encourages an
exploration of the following topics:

• the expanding influence of the Writing Center within the academy

• the idea that pedagogies of the past can be revived and revised to meet
present challenges

• the notion that Writing Center professionals are Renaissance men and
women

• the Writing Center's relationship to WAC, to ESL, and to innovations in
technology

Abstracts must be received by October 15, 1999. Please send one-page
proposals to:

Christina Van Dyke, Conference Director
The Writing Center

Department of Languages, Literature, and Philosophy
Armstrong Atlantic State University

11935 Abercorn Street
Savannah, Georgia 31419-1997

(912) 921-2330, phone
(912) 027-5399, fax

vandykch@maiI.armstrong.edu

Proposals for panels should include panel title, chair of the panel,
presenters' names, brief summary of topics, and contact information. Submissions
should fall into one of two categories: 20 minute talks or 45 minute presentations.
Please note that presenters must be members of the Southeastern Writing Center
Association.

If you plan to attend the conference, please call the DeSoto Hilton direct at
1 (800) 445-8677. Si ngle and double rates are $109.00 plus 12% tax per night. The
cut-of date for registration at this rate is 31 December 1999. Please make your
reservations early.
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A WRITER'S REFERENCE
Fourth Edition
Diana Hacker, Prince George"s

Community College

1999/c~'BOlJNlY400PK8

AN El..fCTRONlC WRHFR'5 REFERENCf (CD-ROM)

ExnNSfVE ANOLl..ARV PACKAGE

The most widely assigned handbook
in the country, A Writer's Reference,
has been enthusiastically endorsed by
millions of students and their instruc
tors. Carefully revised with input from
hundreds of adopters, the easiest-to-use
handbook now has more color, more
visuals, more on research, and the most
thorough and up-to-date online cover
age available.

"With the CD-ROM, Diana Hacker has
once again provided us with an innovative
and useful tool for the teaching of English
writing skills."

- Marty Ennes-Marvin,
Southern Arkansas University

Lunsford:::--=Connon::.::.

THE NEW ST. MARTIN'S
HANDBOOK
Andrea Lunsford

The Ohio State University
Robert Connors

University of Ne'.v Hampshire

1999lcLOTH OR PAPERl864 PAGES

THE NflV sr. MARnN'S HANDfKX)t( PLUS! (CD-ROM)

hTENSfVE ANCllLAJrY PACKAGE:

We're calling it The Nel" 5t. Martin's
Handbook for a reason - it's informed
by nev~' research, it has a whole ne\v
look, and it gives new information about
writing online. Students are writing in
many new genres and trying out many
rte\v media, so it's no surprise that they're
asking many ne\v questions. The Ne..v St.
Martin's Handbook provides the answers.

"This handbook discusses writing as a series
of options and consequences rather than
as ... right and wrong alternatiVes, and this,
it seems to me, is the only way to teach
writing."

- Toni-lee Capos~la,

5tonehill College

1-800-446-8923 • www.bedfordstmartins.com
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Now with More Help Where
Students Need it Most

THE BEDFORD GUIDE
FOR COLLEGE WRIIERS
with Reader, Research Manual,
and Handbook
Fifth Edition

x. J.. Kennedy
Dorothy M. Kennedy
Sylvia A.. Holladay, St. Petersburg

Junior College
--....

e Bedfurd GUidE' IS one nf the r7?OO<

elli~ent/, ~1. rttten \\ e/!-bd/c1.'lCec!
- n7pn_~/tlon boo"s on the rnadet toda\,

a jO\ to u~f' fnr the teacher dnr.! -

Jst important - ror the :::.tudents··

- Harrl'- G. \ ,o~lc\
Rock \ al/e\ Col/eRe

THE BEDFORD GUIDE FOR COLLEGE
WRITERS with Reader, Research tvianual,
and Handbook: 1999/aon-vl078 PAGES

THE BEDfORD GUIDE FOR COllEGE
\AlRITERS with Reader, Research Manual,
and Handbook: 1999/PAPERll078 PAGES

THE BEDFORD GUIDE FOR COLLEGE
WRITERS with Reader and Research
Manual: 1999/PAPERl848 PAGES

THE BEDFORD GUIDE FOR COLLEGE
\A'RITERS with Reader: 1999/PAPERl672 PAGES

Once again containing everything students and instructors need for the first-ye;u
writing course, The Bedford Guide offers unparalleled advantages. For the fifth edition,
each of the four coordinated books - a process-oriented rhetoric with professional
and student models, a thematic reader, a research manual, and a handbook - has
been carefully revised to help students think and read critically, to improve their te<:h
noIogicai literacy, and to offer more guidance for underprepared students. Each is
fully developed on its own and well coordinated with the others. The result is a com
prehensive learning package that allows students to buy one text that does it all.

An Ancillary Pdckage That Simplifies Instrudors' Lives

The extensive and varied ancillaries, including a nevv Instructor's Annotated Edition,
give instructors help where i~s needed most by offering the time savers and the
professional resources they need to meet the challenges of today's classroom. Any

ancillary - including the software - is available to
adopters of any version of the book.

1-800-446-892] • "ww.bedfor&tmartins.com
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New for 1999 -Available Now!

- _-= I
THE COMPACT
READER

.JANE E. AARDN

THE COMPACT READER
Short Essays by Method and Theme
Sixth Edition

Jane E. Aaron

1999/PAPERl400 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S EDITION

A new edition of a long-time favorite, The Compact Reader is
actually three readers in one - short-essay, rhetorical, and the
matic - now with 34 brief essays, 20 sample paragraphs, and
more concrete guidance on reading and writing than any other
short-essay reader.

AMERICA NOW
Short Readings from Recent Periodicals
Third Edition

Robert Atwan

1999/PAPERl300 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S EDITION

With 53 veT)' brief essays from 44 veT)' recent print and online
periodicals on 15 topics of veT)' current interest, America Now
reflects what students are reading and thinking about right now.

SUBJECTS/STRATEGIES
A Writer's Reader
Eighth Edition

Paul Eschholz and Alfred Rosa
both of University of Vermont

1999/PAPER!700 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

This dramatically revised rhetorical reader now offers more of
everything - more readings, more apparatus, more on combin
ing strategies, more on research, and more on technology.

1-800-446-8923 • www.bedfordstmartins.com
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New for 1999 - Available Now!

READING CRITICALLY, WRITING WELL
A Reader and Guide
Fifth Edition

Rise B. Axelrod, California State Un;versi~ San Bernardino
Charles R. Cooper, University of California, San Diego

1999/PAPERlS76 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAl

The only composition reader with Axelrod and Cooper's trade
mark guides to reading and writing, this best-seller helps stu
dents improve their critical reading skills and then use those
skills to generate more effective writing.

•
Ways (~f Reading

WAYS OF READING
An Anthology for Writers
Fifth Edition

David Bartholomae and Anthony Petrosky
both of University of Pittsburgh

1999/PAPERl864 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

A much admired, widely adopted, and one-of-a-kind
reader, Ways of Reading combines lengthy and challenging
readings with innovative and demanding apparatus to engage
students in conversations with some of the most powerful
voices of our culture.

The only reader designed expressly for California composition
courses prompts students to think and write critically about
issues specific to their state.

CAIJFORNIA DREAMS AND REALITIES
Readings for Critical Thinkers and Writers
Second Edition

Sonia Maasik, University of California, Los Angeles
Jack Solomon, California State Universj~ Northridge

1999/PAPER!384 PAGES
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

---~

-~LIFORNIA
-REAMS AND=...R~1JJ1E_~

_ Sl~ ••• I." •••

1-800-446-8923. W\\w.bedfordstmartins.com
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New In Paperback from
Random House Inc.

The

FE If I X 1ST
~l ~M()l R

A Prayer for
the City

by Buzz Bissinger

Bissinger's account of
Philadelphia Mayor

Edward R~nddl's S[ruggl~

to cl~an up th~ city h~

loves is as heart-wr~nch

ing as it funny and ~nt~r

taining. Ii PrilYU.for W
City dramatically illus

trates high-preS$urt: poli-

tics and lh~ lhreat of eco
nomic decline facing $0

many citi~s. No aulhor has
~ver written with such

humanity and insight
about political power and
th~ way cities really work.

fI[A] sad, gripping, and

important book. For any

one who cares about the

downward spiral of too

nuny Am~rican cities, this

work by Pulitzer Prize

winning journalist Buzz

Bisslng~r is a must.1t

-Busineu Week

$15.00 448 pages
Vintage Books

Half and Half
Writers on Growing
Up Biracial and

Bicultural

edited and with
an Introdudlon
by Claudine C.

O·Hearn

Th~se dghteen

fiYYSt Joined by a shar~d

sense of dwlity. address

me difficuJties of not fit

ting into and lh~ benefits

of being apart of two

worlds. Through~ l~ns

of personal experience,

th~y offer a broader spec

trum of meaning for race

and culture. In the

process, they map a n~w
~thnic terrain that tran

scends racial and cultural

division. Contributors

include: Roxane

Farmanfarmaian, Bharati

Mukherjee, Lisa See, Gish

len, Julia Alvarez,

Philippe Wamba, Indira

Ganesan, and others.

$13.00 288 pages
Pantheon Books

The Feminist
Memoir
Proled
Voices from

Women1s liberation

Edited by Ann
Snltowand
Rachell'au

DuPlessis

TIle voices of the Second

Wave of Feminism, both

famow and less familiar,

weave a fascinating histo-

ry of what it felt like to
live through and con

tribute to the ma<i~iv~

social movement that
transform~d th~ nation.

Th~ 32 writers give

voice to the spirit, drive,

and claims of the

Women's uberation

Movement
Contributors include: Amy

Kac;elmiin. Naomi
Weisstein, IlrIm Dtnimc.t,

Ilaxanr.e Dunblr.lCart
Millett, Eve En.~tr. Vivian

Gornick, AliI Kates
Shulman, and orhers..

$20.00 554 pages

Three Rivers Press

Black on
White

Block Writers on What
It Means to Be White

Edited by
David Roediger

From folktales and

slawe narratives to

contemporary es.~ays and

fiction, BlDck 011 W~Jk

brings togelher lh~ work

of more lhan fifty black

writers to take a dose

look at the many mean

in~ of whiteness in

America, adding a crucial

perspective to our current

rac~ dialogue.

Contributors include

lames Baldwin, Derrick
Belli Ralph Ellison,

W.E. B. Du Bois, Nell

Irv in Painter, ben hooks,

AJi~ Walker, Amiri

Barakat and Richard

Wright.

"R~diger is not only

add ressing a compelling

need, he is enriching the
field of Race Srud ies."

-Toni Morrison

$14.00 368 pages
Schocken Books

VIsIt .. wehsft... www.r8ndomtlOUM.com/Kmart
For u8Mft'tatf.oel copIH, pfease wme to: Random House Academic Mmeting,
201 E. 50th Street, Ne"N Yof'k. NY 10022 or email a:martOrandomhoose.com
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$24.00 304pp. Cloth

"Kafka scholars and teachers have
never been happy with the 'standard'

English version of The Trial....
Mitchell finally sets a new standard:
careful precision... is alchemically

fused with a prose ofgreat verve and
intense readability."
-James Rolleston,

Professor of Germanic Languages
and Literatures, Duke University

At bookstore. now or call 1-800-793-2665 (credit cards only)
For examt-natlon copies. please ~ite to: Random House

Academic Marketing. 201 E. 50th Street. New ~ork. NY 10022
or email acmart@randomhouse.com

VkIt our website 8t www.l..II.tdomhouse.com/8Cmart
$14.00 352pp. Paper

"The new $chocken edition of The
Castle ... is a wonderful piece of news

for all Kafka readers who, for more
than half a century, have had to rely on
flawed, superannuated editions. Mark

Harman is to be commended."
-Mark M. Anderson, Columbia

University

.'''2~~.
~::::=... ~

~~ ~i~

~~~~ . ~ ~~

-:1i~~".l~:7:~ .:~
'__ $~lrrJ~d'

. . ~ ""lb'",.;_" 18.?~lh~ritative new tran'.lation of
. - e£astle ~a"s masterpiece, Breon Mltchell-

• . professor of Germanic Studies and
Mark Harman's definitive trans atton c1Aly Comparative Literature at Indiana
follows the fluidity and breathlessness of.the University and winner of the American
sparsely punctuated original manusc~lpt, Translators Association's German Literary
revealing levels of comedy, energy, and visual Prize- masterfully reproduces the dis-
power that have not been previously accessible tinctive poetics of Kafka's prose, revealing
to English-language readers. a novel that is as full of energy and power

. as it was when it was first written."Semantically accurate .... faithful to
Kafka's nuances, responsive to the

tempo of his sentences and to the larger
music of his paragraph construction....
For the student, it will be the translation

of preference for some rime to come."
- The N~w York Review ofBooks

Now In Paperl;Jat;k

franz--~"
/:'/

De~;nitivo
Based 0 .
~ from Schoc
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Two important new paperbacks
for writing program administrators

by Edward M.White

TEACHING AND ASSESSING YlRITING
Second Edition. Revised and Expanded

Available for the first time in paperbac~ the Second
Edition of Teaching and AssessingWriting is a thor
oughty revised and expanded version of the influen
tial original. which was described as Urequired
reading for the profession" when it was first pub
lished. Here,White provides the latest theoretical
and applied methodology. drawing especialty on new
findings about assessment.This is a thorough study
of how and why intelligent, humane approaches to

assessment can enhance student writing skills.

0-9663233-6-X 1998 3S4pp Paperback $26.50

DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL COLLEGE
YlRITING PROGRAMS

In this c1assic,White shows how and why to develop a comprehensive
program that will improve student writing. Developing Successful College Writing
Programs remains an essential book for anyone involved in the teaching and/or
administration of post-secondary writing instruction.

0-9663233-5-1 1998 256pp Paperback $24.50

Special offer for WPA Journal readers: Mention this ad and receive a
20% discount plus free postage on either or both of these titles.

(Maine & Virg;nia residents please add sales tax.)

Calendar Islands Publishers
4n Congress Street. Portland. ME 04101
Ph: (207) 828-025 I. fax: (207) 828-0256

www.Calendarlslands.com
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New Titles
for 1999!

Crowley &Hawhee
ANCIENT RHETORICS FOR
CONTEMPORARY STUDENTS

This text revives classical rhetorical
strategies and adapts them to the
needs of contemporary writers. A
chapter on Kairos, a revised section
on enthymemes, and new examples
are included in this thoroughly
revised second edition.

Doman &Dees
FOUR IN ONE:
Thinking, Reading, Writing,
Researching

This rhetorically arranged
rhetoricJreader!handbook/research
guide is the first writing text to fully
explain the how's and why's of critical
thinking_

Jomfe
INQUIRY AND GENRE:
Writing to Learn in College

Featuring thorough instruction for
writing in different genres, this
rhetoric illustrates the relationship
between inquiry and writing and
encourages students to see writing as
a method of learning.

Huh &Hockin
THE NEW CENTURY HANDBOOK

Written for both traditional
classrooms as well as those that make
use of technology, this unique
handbook is the first to integrate the
use of technology and computers
with comprehensive instruction on
writing, grammar and mechanics. and
research.

i~itU

I
1I~.-\ IOUlflr

Mdormid
READING OUR HISTORIES,
UNDERSTANDING OUR
CULTURES:
A Sequenced Approach to
Thinking, Reading, and Writing

Based on the idea that the life of
every person is connected to the life
of his or her culture, this class-tested
anthology translates the best of
current work in cultural studies and
process approaches to Writing into
sequenced assignments.

Ramage &Bean
WRmNG ARGUMENTS:
A Rhetoric with Readings,
Concise Edition

The most affordable and concise
argument text on the market. this
streamlined version ofWnting
Arguments, Brief features a rhetorical
focus on argument as a social act.

Rosa &Eschholz
THE WRITER'S BRIEF
HANDBOOK- 3/E

This tabbed, com~bound handbook
indudes the latest MLA APA. eMS,
and ACW styles of documentation. It
includes a new tabbed chapter on
Argumentation and Writing about
literature.

Wiener &Eisenberg
THE AMERICAN VALUES READER

This reader engages students in
critical thinking, reading, and writing
about values and their role in
shaping our identity as a people.
Organized around the three
unalienable rights of life, Ubeny, and
the Pursuit of Happiness, the text
pre-sents ethical and moral
conversations by some 100 writers
and thinkers.

http:www.abacon.com/english

Allyn & Bacon • 160 Gould 5treet· Needham Heights, MA 02494 • 800-852-8024~
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